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The Directors
Argos Resources Ltd
Argos House
H Jones Road
Falkland Islands

The Directors
Evolution Securities Ltd
100 Wood Street
London
EC2V 7AN
th
11 October 2011

Dear Sirs,
In accordance with the instructions of the Directors of Argos Resources Limited (Argos or “the
Company”), Senergy (GB) Limited (Senergy) has reviewed a portfolio of assets currently held
by the Company in the North Falkland Basin, offshore Falkland Islands. The assets
evaluated comprise a portfolio of exploration prospects.
We were requested to provide an independent evaluation of the recoverable hydrocarbons
expected for each asset categorised in accordance with the 2007 Petroleum Resources
Management System prepared by the Oil and Gas Reserves Committee of the Society of
Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and reviewed and jointly sponsored by the World Petroleum
Council (WPC), the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) and the Society of
Petroleum Evaluation Engineers (SPEE). The results of this work have been presented in
accordance with the requirements of the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange, in
particular as described in the “Note for Mining and Oil and Gas Companies - June 2009”.
Recoverable volumes are expressed as gross and net technical prospective resources.
Gross resources are defined as the total estimated petroleum to be produced in the event of
exploration success. Net resources are defined as that portion of the gross resources
attributable to the interests owned by the Company.
Standard geological and engineering techniques accepted by the petroleum industry were
used in estimating recoverable hydrocarbons. These techniques rely on engineering and
geo-scientific interpretation and judgement; hence the resources included in this evaluation
are estimates only and should not be construed to be exact quantities. It should be
recognised that such estimates of hydrocarbon resources may increase or decrease in future
if there are changes to the technical interpretation, economic criteria or regulatory
requirements. As far as Senergy is aware there are no special factors that would affect the
operation of the assets and which would require additional information for their proper
appraisal.
The content of this report and our estimates of resources are based on data provided to us by
the Company. Senergy confirm that to our knowledge there has been no material change of
circumstances or available information since the report was compiled.
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We acknowledge that this report may be included in its entirety, or portions of this report
summarised, in documents prepared by the Company and its advisers in connection with
commercial or financial activities and that such documents, together with this report, may be
filed with any stock exchange and other regulatory body and may be published electronically
on websites accessible by the public, including a website of the Company.
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Executive Summary
This report comprises an independent evaluation of the potential recoverable hydrocarbon
prospective resources attributable to the Argos Resources Limited (Argos or “the Company”)
interests in licence PL001 in the North Falkland Basin, offshore Falkland Islands. The Argos
working interest in the PL001 licence is 100%. Senergy has reviewed a portfolio of prospects
that are identified in the licence. This review is an update of a previous Competent Person’s
Report (CPR) by Senergy dated June 2010 and includes new prospects identified on the
recently acquired 3D seismic data in both the western and eastern parts of the licence.
The contingent resource potential of the Johnson discovery (well 14/5-1) in the adjacent
licence PL032 operated by Rockhopper Exploration plc (“Rockhopper”) has not been
reviewed by Senergy, but a summary of the assessment of this resource by Rockhopper 1 has
been reproduced from their published CPR dated April 2009.

Regional Setting
A critical assessment of the regional data has not formed part of the work undertaken by
Senergy. In this regard we used the published work of the British Geological Survey (BGS),
Shell and the United States Geological Survey (USGS). We have also had access to the
petroleum system and paleogeographic reconstruction work undertaken on behalf of Argos.
The North Falkland Basin formed in the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous as a continental rift
associated with the opening of the South Atlantic, and contains a thick Tertiary and
Cretaceous sequence which overlies probable Jurassic and older sediments. The presence
of world class Lower Cretaceous lacustrine shale, oil-prone source rock has been confirmed,
as has a deeper oil and gas prone source interval. Reservoir quality sandstones are proven
in the Upper Cretaceous (Campanian), Lower Cretaceous (Aptian), Lower Cretaceous
(Valanginian to Barremian), and Jurassic sequences.
A significant oil discovery (Sea Lion in PL032) has been confirmed in the basin.
A variety of hydrocarbon exploration play types are recognised and these are broadly divided
into those that overlie the source rock and seal horizon and those that inter-finger with or
underlie this horizon. Play types can also be divided into those comprising stratigraphic traps
defined by top reservoir seismic amplitude anomalies, and structural traps identified on top
reservoir depth contour maps.
There are still significant uncertainties inherent in the interpretation of this under-explored
basin, with respect to both the extent of the source rock intervals and migration pathways,
and the distribution of reservoir quality sandstones. Furthermore, the most likely hydrocarbon
phase is often uncertain though on balance an oil phase is considered to be more likely in the
Argos prospects. Thus all volumes have been calculated for a single phase liquid, although it
is recognised that this may be a simplification.

1

Rockhopper is the operator of the adjacent licence PL032 and of the recent Sea Lion discovery well.
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Prospective Resources: Prospect Portfolio
Argos has identified a portfolio of prospects on the new 3D ‘fast track’ data volumes and on
the original 2D seismic dataset. The 3D seismic data is essential for the definition of the
structural / stratigraphic amplitude anomaly prospect types in particular and new prospects of
this type have been identified on this recently acquired data as anticipated. The recent Sea
Lion discovery is an example of this prospect style where sandstone presence and trap
geometry have both been identified with seismic amplitude mapping of 3D data.
The prospects in the Argos portfolio belong to a variety of “play categories” which share
aspects of trap type, reservoir target and hydrocarbon charge mechanism in common.
Success in one prospect in a play would probably significantly reduce the risk of other
prospects in that play type.
The prospects fall broadly into two categories:


Combination structural and stratigraphic traps with early post rift lacustrine fan sandstone
reservoir objectives defined by seismic amplitude anomalies, and in several cases
supported by isopach and structural conformance with the seismic anomaly.



Fault bounded and four-way dip closed structural traps often with closures at several
horizons providing multiple reservoir targets.

The new structural and stratigraphic amplitude anomaly prospects mapped on the 3D data in
the Western and Eastern Graben areas of the licence are described in detail in this report.
The re-evaluation of the structural trap prospects that were originally identified on the 2D
seismic data is also included in this report.
For the first category of prospects, the amplitude anomaly defined traps, the un-risked
potentially recoverable prospective resource volumes net to Argos as of 1st October 2011
together with the estimated risk factor or geological chance of success (COS), are
summarised in the tables below. The prospects in the Western and Eastern Graben are
reported separately.

www.senergyworld.com
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Un-Risked Prospective Resources
Eastern Graben Combination Structural / Stratigraphic Trap Prospects
Net 2 to Argos (MMstb)
Risk Factor
Prospect: Reservoir 3
Low 4
Best4
High4
or COS
Rhea
20
103
426
31%
Poseidon A
4
14
38
22%
Poseidon B
9
31
81
19%
Poseidon C
9
32
85
23%
Poseidon D
4
36
120
19%
Poseidon E
6
29
82
12%
Poseidon F
2
29
110
10%
Kratos A
10
29
78
13%
Kratos B
7
33
98
20%
Kratos C
14
63
184
7%
Kratos D
3
26
89
14%
Kratos E
1
8
28
14%
Elphis
7
27
81
10%
Iris
4
28
90
11%
Oceanis
5
20
56
14%
Selene
14
81
282
10%
Resource Total 5
119
589
1,928
Un-Risked Prospective Resources
Western Graben Combination Structural / Stratigraphic Trap Prospects
Net to Argos (MMstb)
Risk Factor
Prospect: Reservoir 6
Low
Best
High
or COS
Helios
32
658
2,590
6%
Electra
12
39
110
12%
Calypso
4
30
90
9%
Metis
16
77
251
6%
Triton
13
55
149
6%
Nereus
10
60
175
5%
87
919
3,365
For the second category of prospects, the structural traps, the un-risked potentially
recoverable prospective resource volumes net to Argos as of 1st October 2011, together with
the estimated risk factor or COS are summarised in the table below:

2

The amounts net attributable to Argos are the same as the amounts gross on the licence because
Argos holds 100% of the licence.
3
The reservoir objectives are Lower Cretaceous Valanginian to Barremian early post-rift sandstones.
4
The quoted Low, Best and High values are based on the 90% probability (P 90 ), Mean and 10%
probability (P 10 ) respectively derived from probabilistic estimates of the STOIIP size distribution
generated using a ”Monte Carlo” statistical approach.
5
Totals do not take account of prospect dependencies and have been arithmetically added.
6
The reservoir objectives are Lower Cretaceous Valanginian to Barremian early post-rift sandstones.
www.senergyworld.com
K11ARG002L
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Un-Risked Prospective Resources
Central Ridge & Western Graben Structural Trap Prospects
Net to Argos (MMstb)
Prospect: Reservoir 7

Low

Best

High

Hermes: Jurassic
Hermes: Aptian

26
6
2
11
1
24
8
5
10
2

145
32
17
42
5
216
35
53
44
10

470
105
67
125
15
765
102
202
129
28

Resource Total 8

95

599

2,008

Zeus: Jurassic
Zeus: Aptian
Zeus: Campanian
Demeter: Jurassic
Demeter: Aptian
Apollo: Jurassic
Glaucus: Jurassic
Istros: Jurassic

Risk Factor
or COS
14%
17%
17%
8%
17%
10%
12%
4%
10%
13%

Resource totals do not take account of prospect dependencies where elements of trap,
reservoir or charge in one prospect impact upon the potential of other prospects. The
dependencies are discussed in more detail in the prospect description sections of this report.
The recoverable volumes reported in the summary tables above are net to Argos and reflect
the potential volume within the licence. The gross resource and STOIIP 9 volumes for each
opportunity are provided in the individual prospect descriptions, and in Tables 1.2, 1.3, 1.4.

Drilling Opportunities: Vertical Stacking
The newly identified structural / stratigraphic trap prospects often form both linear trends and
vertically stacked sequences. The latter demonstrate the potential for drilling targets to
combine several objectives, both with and without provision for lateral sidetracks.
Argos has currently identified four areas of especially noteworthy vertical stacking potential:


Prospect Group 1 in the Eastern Graben comprises the Rhea, Poseidon C and Selene
prospects. It is possible that one well could be situated to test all three prospects though
this would require further work to confirm if this could be achieved optimally. If this were
to be confirmed then the combined “best estimate” resource potential that could be tested
by one well would be 216 MMstb.



Prospect Group 2 also in the Eastern Graben includes Poseidon A, Kratos A, Elphis, Iris
and Oceanis. It is possible that one well could be situated to test up to three of these
prospects though this would also require further work to confirm an optimal location.
Assuming a single well could optimally test Poseidon A, Kratos A and Iris then the
combined “best estimate” resource potential would be 71 MMstb, with an additional 47
MMstb resources in Oceanis and Elphis potential being tested by sidetracks.

7

The reservoir objectives are as follows: Jurassic = Jurassic to early Cretaceous, late syn-rift
sandstones; Aptian = Lower Cretaceous, middle post-rift sandstones; Campanian = Upper Cretaceous,
late post-rift sandstones.
8
Totals do not take account of prospect dependencies and have been arithmetically added.
9
STOIIP is a volumetric estimate of stock tank oil initially in place in the reservoir.
www.senergyworld.com
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Prospect Group 3 in the Western Graben comprises the Helios, Triton, Metis and Glaucus
prospects. One well could be situated to test three or possibly even all four of these
prospects though this would require further work to confirm if this could be achieved
optimally. If this were to be confirmed then the combined “best estimate” resource
potential that could be tested by one well could be in excess of 800 MMstb.



Prospect Group 4 in the Western Graben comprises the Electra & Calypso prospects. It
is possible that a single well could test both of these prospects and also an additional lead
named Pallas. Assuming a single well could optimally test Electra & Calypso then the
combined “best estimate” resource potential would be 69 MMstb.

Contingent Resources: Johnson Discovery
Senergy has not undertaken an independent review of the Johnson gas discovery due to
database limitations. Instead we have relied on the factual information presented in the
publicly available CPR published by Rockhopper 10 .
The quoted volumes are net to Argos. We estimate that about 30% of the best and high total
structure volume as mapped by Rockhopper is located on Argos licence PL001. The low
case presented by Rockhopper appears to be located entirely on PL032. The gross total
structure resource and GIIP volumes for this opportunity are provided in Section 4.
Contingent Resources (Bscf) Net to Argos

Johnson (Bscf)

Low

Best

High

0

469

2,379

In the Rockhopper CPR the risk factor for Johnson is assessed as 10%, this being the chance
of a commercial development.

Economic Evaluation
The scoping economic assessment estimates the Net Present Value (NPV) of representative
notional field sizes. These do not constitute a valuation of resources and they are included in
order to provide a tool to assist in ranking this opportunity relative to other areas.
The economic evaluation was undertaken for a non specific oil field in the North Falkland
Basin. A single stand-alone FPSO development with water injection and a production flow
loop and insulation for waxy crude, was assessed for three notional recoverable resource
sizes of approximately 50, 150 and 300 MMstb. The existence of such a field would be
subject to successful exploration and appraisal drilling. The export scenario envisages that oil
would be transported via a dynamically positioned (DP) shuttle tanker.
The exploration and appraisal well cost estimates were reviewed by Senergy. The
development well and facility cost estimates were independently reviewed. These costs are
2011 cost estimates escalated at 2% per annum and are suitable for scoping economics.

10

This information has been accurately reproduced as far as Senergy is aware and is able to ascertain
from the information published, no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced
information inaccurate or misleading.
www.senergyworld.com
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The economic results for three oil price scenarios are summarised below (prices are
escalated at 2% per annum):
Oil Price Scenario

Case 1: 50 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

Case 2: 150 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

Case 3: 300 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

4
330
825

1,115
1,976
3,282

3,201
4,880
7,413

$65/bbl
$85/bbl
$115/bbl

The low case is marginally economic at $65/bbl. All other scenarios assessed are potentially
economically viable. Further details and sensitivity analysis can be found in Section 5 of this
report.
It is assumed that first oil will be in 2017 and that licence extension, if required, will be granted
by the relevant authorities. The applicable tax regimes for the Falkland Islands and Argos
have been used. Tax balances, tax synergies and CO 2 tax have not been applied.

Production Profiles
Senergy has prepared scoping production profiles for the three notional field size cases of 50,
150 and 300 MMstb (see Section 5 for further details). These are for a notional reservoir of
good quality and make assumptions related to the success of future operations.

www.senergyworld.com
K11ARG002L
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Professional Qualifications
Senergy (GB) Limited (Senergy) is a privately owned independent consulting company
established in 1990, with offices in Aberdeen, London, Stavanger, Abu Dhabi, Perth and
Kuala Lumpur. The company specialises in petroleum reservoir engineering, geology and
geophysics and petroleum economics. All of these services are supplied under an accredited
ISO9001 quality assurance system. Except for the provision of professional services on a fee
basis, Senergy has no commercial arrangement with any person or company involved in the
interest that is the subject of this report.
Jim Scallon is a Principal Commercial Consultant with Senergy and was responsible for
supervising this evaluation. He is a professional petroleum geologist with over 30 years of oil
industry experience gained in major international companies and within Senergy.
Yours faithfully,

Jim Scallon
Principal Commercial Geoscience Consultant
For and on behalf of Senergy (GB) Limited
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1

Introduction

This report was prepared by Senergy (GB) Limited (Senergy) at the request of the Directors
of Argos Resources Limited (Argos). It consists of an evaluation of the interests held by
Argos in a portfolio of exploration prospects in licence PL001 offshore Falkland Islands
(Figure 1.1).
Senergy was requested to provide an independent evaluation of the recoverable hydrocarbon
resource potential of each prospect. The report details the licence interests and the
prospective resources attributable to the assets, and a scoping economic evaluation for a
range of notional field sizes.

1.1

Sources of Information

In conducting this review we have utilised information and interpretations supplied by Argos,
comprising operator information and geological, geophysical, engineering and other data
along with various technical reports. We have reviewed the information provided and
modified assumptions where we considered this to be appropriate. We have accepted,
without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of this data.
Senergy has had access to a reasonably comprehensive set of both raw and interpreted data.
However, Senergy has not attempted a systematic re-interpretation of raw data (either well
logs or seismic) but has performed a critical assessment of the existing interpretation work
supplied in the database. This interpreted data included time and depth maps for the near top
reservoir horizons, top reservoir seismic amplitude maps and reservoir interval isopach maps,
the results of some well log petrophysical interpretations, regional assessments of reservoir
distribution and geochemical modelling studies.
Six wells were drilled in the northern part of the basin in the initial drilling campaign. The data
is released and a variety of well reports and composite logs are available for each.
Well
14/5-1A
14/9-1
14/9-2
14/10-1
14/13-1
14/24-1

Operator
Shell
Amerada
Amerada
Shell
Lasmo
Lundin

Hydrocarbon Shows
Oil & Gas shows
Oil staining
Oil staining
Oil 27 API
Dry hole
Oil staining

The 2009/11 drilling campaign has so far comprised fourteen wells including the Sea Lion
discovery well 14/10-2 and subsequent appraisal wells. Senergy has had access to the
limited information released by the operators for these wells.
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Well

Operator

Hydrocarbon Shows

14/10-2 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Oil Discovery

14/10-3 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Appraisal

14/10-4 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Appraisal

14/10-5 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Appraisal

14/10-6 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Appraisal

14/10-7 (Sea Lion)

Rockhopper

Appraisal

14/19-1 (Liz Fan)
14/15-1 (Rachel)
14/15-1z (Rachel)
14/15-2 (Rachel N)
14/15-3 (Ninky)
25/5-1 (Dawn)
25/5-1 (Jacinta)
26/6-1 (Ernest)

Desire
Desire
Desire
Desire
Desire
Desire
Desire
Rockhopper

Oil & Gas shows
Oil shows
Oil shows
Oil shows
Oil shows
Dry well
Dry well
Dry well

The regional seismic database comprises mixed vintages of 2D and 3D data. The specific
PL001 database now includes 1,415 km2 of proprietary 3D seismic data acquired in early
2011. The full processing of this data is not yet complete and ‘fast track’ data volumes have
been used in the present interpretation. In addition the seismic database includes the original
Spectrum reprocessed 1993 and 1995 regional data, and 1,416 km of 2D 96 full fold data
acquired in 1997 by the Amerada Hess group. Both gravity and magnetic data was also
obtained during the seismic data acquisition.
We have had access to a variety of prospect evaluation summary documents, generally in the
form of PowerPoint files prepared by Argos between 2006 and 2011.
Argos has also undertaken a detailed geological model and early post rift reservoir
paleogeographic reconstructions, which together with the well data has been used to predict
sand presence, distribution and quality. There are proprietary regional geochemical
modelling studies by Argos and in addition there are published reports covering aspects of the
structural development, geochemistry (including work by Shell and British Geological Survey
(BGS) and reservoir potential, and a United States Geological Survey (USGS) assessment of
the field size distribution potential of the basin.
The database available for each prospect is described in more detail in the prospect
description sections of this report.

1.2

Licence Details

The Argos prospect inventory in the North Falkland Basin is located in licence PL001 in which
Argos hold a 100% working interest. The licence was originally awarded to a group operated
by Amerada Hess in the initial Falkland Islands bid round in 1996. The original group
recorded 1,416 km of full fold proprietary seismic data and drilled two wells on the block.
Amerada Hess and the other group members, except Argos, subsequently withdrew from the
licence leaving Argos with 100% equity.
The Offshore Mineral Ordinance of 1994 allows the Falkland Islands Government to grant
Production Licenses which consist of an exploration phase and a development phase. The
exploration phase consists of three phases totalling 22 years. A 35 year Production and
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Exploitation License can be applied for at any time during the three exploration phases. The
term of this license can be extended past the 35 years at the discretion of the Governor of the
Falkland Islands.
The licence is currently in the second phase of the exploration period which continues to 24th
November 2015. The first 5 year phase was due to terminate on 24th November 2001, but
this first phase was granted a number of extensions. The licence entered the second 7 year
phase on 24th November 2008 at which time 30% of the original licence area was
surrendered. A third exploration phase of 10 years requires a further drilling commitment.
Table 1.1 provides details of the licence held by Argos.

1.3

Requirements

In accordance with your instructions to us we confirm that:


We are professionally qualified and a member in good standing of a self-regulatory
organisation of engineers and / or geoscientists;



We have at least five years relevant experience in the estimation, assessment and
evaluation of oil and gas assets;



We are independent of Argos “the Company”, its directors, senior management and
advisers;



We will be remunerated by way of a time-based fee and not by way of a fee that is
linked to the value of the Company;



We are not a sole practitioner;



We have the relevant and appropriate qualifications, experience and technical
knowledge to appraise professionally and independently the assets, being all assets,
licences, joint ventures or other arrangements owned by the Group or proposed to be
exploited or utilised by it (“Assets”) and liabilities, being all liabilities, royalty
payments, contractual agreements and minimum funding requirements relating to the
Group’s work programme and Assets (“Liabilities”).

1.4

Standards Applied

In compiling this report we have used the definitions and guidelines set out in the 2007
Petroleum Resources Management System prepared by the Oil and Gas Reserves
Committee of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and reviewed and jointly sponsored
by the World Petroleum Council (WPC), the American Association of Petroleum Geologists
(AAPG) and the Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers (SPEE). The results of this work
have been presented in accordance with the requirements of AIM, a Market operated by the
London Stock Exchange, in particular as described in the “Note for Mining and Oil and Gas
Companies - June 2009”.
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1.5

No Material Change

Senergy confirm that to our knowledge there has been no material change of circumstances
or available information since the report was compiled and we are not aware of any significant
matters, arising from our evaluation, that are not covered within this report which might be of
a material nature.

1.6

Site Visit

A site visit had not been required as all the data pertaining to this project is subsurface
information available digitally.

1.7

Liability

All interpretations and conclusions presented herein are opinions based on inferences from
geological, geophysical, engineering or other data. The report represents Senergy’s best
professional judgment and should not be considered a guarantee of results. Our liability is
limited solely to the Company for the correction of erroneous statements or calculations. The
use of this material and report is at the user’s own discretion and risk.

1.8

Consent

We hereby consent, and have not revoked such consent, to:


the inclusion of this report, and a summary of portions of this report, in documents
prepared by the Company and its advisers;



the filing of this report with any stock exchange and other regulatory authority;



the electronic publication of this report on websites accessible by the public, including
a website of the Company; and



the inclusion of our name in documents prepared in connection with commercial or
financial activities.

The report relates specifically and solely to the subject assets and is conditional upon various
assumptions that are described herein. The report must therefore be read in its entirety. This
report was provided for the sole use of the Company on a fee basis. Except with permission
from Senergy this report may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any
other person or published, in whole or in part, for any other purpose without the express
written consent of Senergy.
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2

North Falkland Basin Hydrocarbon Potential

Licence PL001 is located 290 km north of Port Stanley in the northern part of the North
Falkland Basin in water depths up to 500 m. The licence covers most of the north-western
part of a rift basin about 240 km long and 45 km wide (Figures 1.1 and 2.1). The basin
contains a Lower Cretaceous section that is dominated by lacustrine and fluvial clastic
sediments comprising organic-rich mudstones with sandstones (Figure 2.2). The initial
drilling campaign in the basin proved that these lacustrine mudstones provide a rich oil-prone
source rock. The recent drilling results have confirmed the potential of the petroleum systems
and provided crucial control on the fluvio-deltaic, alluvial fan and lacustrine fan primary
reservoir sandstones in the basin.
A variety of hydrocarbon exploration play types are recognised and these are broadly divided
into those that overlie the source rock and seal horizons and those that inter-finger with or
underlie these horizons (Figure 2.3).
In the recent drilling campaign the significant Sea Lion oil discovery has been appraised with
generally positive results from six further wells. In addition eight other wells (including the
14/15-1 sidetrack) have been drilled, six of them in the northern basin with the proven
hydrocarbon system, and two in the southern basin where to date no hydrocarbon system has
been identified. The recent northern basin wells have mostly tested early post rift lacustrine
fan sandstones defined by seismic amplitude anomalies in structural / stratigraphic traps.
Of the wells drilled to date on seismic amplitude anomalies (counting only the first two Sea
Lion wells) there has been a 66% success rate of encountering good reservoir quality
sandstones. The trap effectiveness success rate is about 40 to 50%. These compare well to
the pre-drill risk values of these parameters and have helped to benchmark the risk
assessments of the newly identified amplitude anomaly prospects.
The well 14/19-1 (the ‘Liz’ prospect) was completed as an abandoned gas discovery in April
2010 and although a failure at the Liz horizon, the well did confirm the presence of a gasprone syn-rift petroleum system, similar to that first identified in the 14/5-1 (Johnson) well,
albeit with uncertain reservoir quality.
The USGS has reviewed the regional geological data in the Falkland Plateau and North
Falkland Basin in order to assess its hydrocarbon potential. They estimate that the basin has
the theoretical potential to contain up to 40 hydrocarbon accumulations with about 10 fields
potentially exceeding 64 MMstb recoverable resources.
Senergy has not undertaken an independent regional evaluation of the basin but has used the
existing published and proprietary studies to establish the structural and stratigraphic
framework and summarise the data on source rock, reservoir and seal intervals in the basin.
We have paid particular attention to the source rock potential and to clarify the reservoir
targets that have proven presence and those that are speculative. This information has been
used to understand and quantify the size distribution and risk factor of the prospects that are
the primary focus of this report.

2.1

Regional Setting & Basin Development

The North Falkland Basin formed in the Jurassic to Early Cretaceous as a continental rift
associated with the breakup of the Gondwanaland super-continent and the opening of the
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South Atlantic, and contains a thick Tertiary and Cretaceous sequence which overlies
Jurassic and older sediments. Rifting commenced during the Early Jurassic, and resulted in a
dominantly north to south trending fault pattern that is superimposed on underlying northwest
to southeast and northeast to southwest trends.
The North Falkland Basin comprises the main north-south trending Eastern Graben which is
separated from a Western Graben by the Central (Orca) Ridge (Figure 2.1).
The sedimentary sequence is often sub-divided by reference to the rift phase with pre-rift,
syn-rift and post-rift intervals being identified. The pre-rift interval is poorly sampled having
only been penetrated by one well (14/9-1) which encountered a Middle to Late Devonian
siltstone sequence. The overlying syn-rift interval has been encountered at different
stratigraphic levels and in different structural locations by most of the wells drilled previously
in the basin. A probable Middle Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous mixed clastic sequence
overlies the Devonian sediments on the Central (Orca) Ridge. In the basin depocentre in the
Eastern Graben, three wells (14/24-1, 14/05-1 and 14/10-1) penetrated a thick Late Jurassic
to Early Cretaceous syn-rift, fluvial to lacustrine sequence (Berriasian to Valanginian).
This sequence passes gradationally into the early post-rift (Valanginian to Barremian)
comprising the main lacustrine shale interval and sandstones that together constitute the
principal source rock and reservoir targets in the basin. In the north the upper part of this
sequence is dominated by southerly prograding delta front sandstones as seen in well 14/5-1.
The mid and late post-rift interval comprises an Aptian to Cenomanian deltaic, fluvial and
marginal marine sequence overlain by deeper water marine sequences of Turonian to
Tertiary age.
The western and southern parts of the North Falkland Basin have experienced a more
complex structural history with northwest to southeast trending faults, showing evidence of
reverse movement. In these areas of prominent structural highs and local depocentres, a
thinner Cretaceous to Tertiary sequence overlies possible Jurassic sediments and older
basement.

2.2

Previous Drilling & Well Results

Senergy has reviewed the dry hole analysis of the initial six wells drilled in the basin during
the first drilling campaign in 1998, prepared by Argos and in published documents. Argos has
also undertaken a review of the traded and released data on the Sea Lion discovery in order
to enable a critical comparison of this discovery to wells that failed to encounter commercial
hydrocarbons, and to analogous Argos prospects. A dry hole analysis of the other wells
drilled in 2010/11 has also been prepared from released data on behalf of Argos. The
conclusions have been used in the prospect risk assessments, in so far as the limited
released and traded data permits.

2.2.1

Sea Lion Discovery Analysis

The Sea Lion discovery well 14/10-2 was drilled in May 2010, and is reported to have found
53 m of net oil pay in multiple zones, within the upper early post-rift (LC3) sequence. The
reservoir comprises delta front lacustrine fan and channel sandstones that were deposited in
a depositional low close to the eastern basin margin and are considered by Argos to have
originated primarily from the north and secondarily from the northeast. There were three main
www.senergyworld.com
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reservoir units: 35 m in southern fan upper, 16 m in southern fan lower, and 2 m in thin lower
sands. The reservoir quality is described as good with average porosity of 19 to 20%. The oil
quality is 26 to 29 API, with 18 to 20% wax, and low sulphur.
Subsequent exploration / appraisal well 14/10-3 was plugged and abandoned with oil shows
in January 2011. The 64 m net sand comprised four fan sand units with average porosity of
18 to 20%. The operator reports 7.3 m net pay with low oil saturation in ‘sand 3’.
The 14/10-4 appraisal in March 2011 confirmed the potential of the discovery encountering 33
m net pay (30 m in southern fan upper and 3 m in deeper fan sands) in a gross interval of 107
m (81 m net sand). An OWC was identified in the ‘southern fan upper’ at 2,477 m TVDSS.
In June 2011 the appraisal well 14/10-5, drilled close to 14/10-2, was successfully flowed at
stabilised rates of 5,508 stb/d, with a maximum stabilised flow rate of 9,036 stb/d. The
operator reports that a total section of 86 m, incorporating 79 m of reservoir, was perforated
over the Sea Lion Main Fan complex.
The most recent 14/10-6 and 7 appraisal wells are both reported to be successful having
encountered 36m and 26m net oil pay respectively.
The Sea Lion trap is structural / stratigraphic and is defined by a combination of top fan
complex amplitude mapping and sand interval isopach mapping. Several fans are identified
that are not necessarily in pressure communication. The recently traded new 3D seismic data
suggests that the fans generally over step each other from north to south. The key to
identifying the boundaries of each fan is the extent of the apparent bright events at the top of
each fan and the fault boundaries. There are clear indications of northeast to southwest
trending faults that are related to the fan boundaries and may directly or indirectly form seals
or barriers. Well 14/10-3 is controlled by such a fault to the south.
The 14/10-3 fan has a more channelised geometry on the top sand amplitude map and is
derived from the delta front to the north. The main fan complex has a more rounded sheet or
fan like geometry and is also interpreted by Argos to have been derived from the delta front to
the north and possibly also from the basin margin hinterland to the northeast.
The key lessons from Sea Lion when considering potentially analogous prospects are:


The original prospect definition was based on a combination of a bright seismic
amplitude response at top reservoir with a lobate fan like geometry, and a generally
coincident isopach thick.



The trap is structural / stratigraphic with fan or trap boundaries indicating
overstepping fan sand bodies with relatively well defined top reservoir reflector
terminations that appear to be indicative of sand pinchout (sometimes fault related
and even small faults could be sealing).



The Sea Lion fan complex is located in a structural low close to the eastern basin
margin with clearly defined sand entry points from the delta front to the north and the
hinterland to the northeast.



The seismic amplitude response is an indicator of sand presence in Sea Lion but is
not a fluid indicator.
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Individual fans appear to comprise up to 30 to 40 m net sand, though the overall net
sand in multiple zones can be over 80 m.

2.2.2

Dry Hole Analysis: Initial Drilling Campaign

The principal reason for failure of the six wells in the initial drilling campaign is considered to
be the distance from the main source kitchen or lack of an effective migration route.
However, the presence of oil shows in most of these wells does indicate some hydrocarbon
migration. Three of the wells were drilled on valid structural features, and the other three
wells tested uncertain or invalid structural closures.
The main reservoir objectives at the time of the first drilling phase in 1998 were considered to
be within the Lower Cretaceous prograding deltaic sequence that overlies the basin wide
lacustrine source rock / seal interval. Most of the wells were drilled away from the basin
depocentres and source kitchen where the source rock was immature and possibly acted as a
vertical seal preventing extensive migration from the deeper mature source rocks into the
main pre-drilling reservoir objectives.
Well
14/5-1A
14/9-1
14/9-2
14/10-1
14/13-1
14/24-1

Trap Presence
Geometry
Structural
Valid
Structural
Valid
Structural
Uncertain
Structural
Invalid?
Structural
Valid
Structural
Invalid

Trap Effectiveness
Seal
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid

Reservoir

Source

Post & Syn-Rift
sands
Post & Early
Syn-Rift sands
Post & Early
Syn-Rift sands
Post & Syn-rift
sands
Did not reach
target
Post- Rift
sands

Adjacent main
source kitchen
Outside main
source kitchen
Outside main
source kitchen
Adjacent main
source kitchen
Outside main
source kitchen
Outside main
source kitchen

Wells 14/9-1 and 14/9-2 were drilled on the Central Ridge (Orca ridge) structure and
encountered both early syn-rift (Jurassic) and post-rift (Aptian) sandstones with some oil
staining. Well 14/9-1 appears to have tested a valid structural closure, though it is not certain
that 14/9-2 did. The main source kitchen is located some 5 km to the east and southeast and
it is believed that 14/9-1 may have been water wet with oil shows due to the lack of a viable
migration route. This could be due to the base of the lacustrine source rock unit being
juxtaposed to Devonian basement in this specific area, and illustrates the need to consider
the migration route issues in detail during prospect risk assessment.
Well 14/13-1 did not reach the early post-rift source and reservoir objective due to mechanical
problems. Well 14/24-1 apparently did not test a valid structural closure.
The 14/5-1 well tested a low relief but apparently valid structure at early post-rift horizons and
a higher relief though ill defined structure at syn-rift levels, and is close to the modelled edge
of the main early post-rift source kitchen. At the Lower Cretaceous horizons the 14/5-1
structure is a south plunging nose with low relief closure at best. At the very top of the delta
sequence there is a large low relief closure (~50 m) which was the main target. This horizon
is close to the best sand ("Sand 2", 6 m thick) at about 1,950 m MD which was water wet
though with good oil shows. At deeper levels on the Johnson structure the 14/5-1 well
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encountered potentially significant net gas pay between 5 m and 130 m thick in late Jurassic
to early Cretaceous age sandstones.
The 14/10-1 well did not encounter reservoir quality sands at the Sea Lion reservoir horizon
and the bright seismic event that is believed to define the Sea Lion fan terminates before the
well. It is also possible that the 14/10-1 well did not test a valid closure at early post-rift
horizons.
Senergy has reviewed these conclusions and agrees with the findings though we do note that
the lack of commercial hydrocarbons in 14/5-1 and 14/10-1 is not conclusively explained at all
horizons.

2.2.3

Dry Hole Analysis: Recent Drilling Campaign

In addition to the successful Sea Lion wells and the one exploration / appraisal failure, there
have been seven other wells completed in the North Falklands Basin during the recent
2010/11 drilling campaign. In contrast to the initial drilling campaign the main reason for
failure of the recently drilled wells is considered to be ineffective trap or seal breach. The
wells located in the southern basin, 25/5-1 and 26/6-1, did not demonstrate the presence of a
petroleum system.
Well
14/19-1
Liz Fan
14/15-1
Rachel
14/15-1z
Rachel
14/15-2
Rachel N
14/15-3
Ninky
25/5-1
Dawn
25/5-1
Jacinta
26/6-1
Ernest

Trap
Geometry
Stratigraphic

Trap Effectiveness
Seal
Invalid?

Stratigraphic

Invalid?

Stratigraphic

Invalid?

Stratigraphic

Invalid?

Structural
Invalid?
Structural
Valid
Stratigraphic

Valid

Structural
Valid

Invalid
Invalid

Invalid?

Reservoir

Source

Very thin and
tight sands at
Liz Fan level
Good sand
quality
Good sand
quality
Good sand
quality
Poor quality
sands
Good sand
quality
Good sand
quality

Adjacent to
main source
kitchen
Above/within
source kitchen
Above/within
source kitchen
Above/within
source kitchen
Above main
source kitchen
Speculative
source kitchen
Distant from
main source
kitchen
Speculative
source kitchen

Good sand
quality

Desire well 14/19-1 (the ‘Liz’ prospect) was plugged and abandoned as a gas discovery in
April 2010. Hydrocarbon shows were reported from early to late syn-rift intervals between
2,540 and 3,400 m and the total depth was 3,667 m. This ‘dry hole’ analysis pertains to the
primary objective Liz Fan only, as the well is reported to be a gas / condensate discovery at
lower reservoir horizons. The Liz fan has a convincing amplitude anomaly but only weak
isopach conformance. The Liz fan interval was reported as having a gross thickness of 28 m
(2,540 and 2,568 m) though the net sand thickness appears to be significantly lower and the
individual sand beds are apparently thin and tight. Good oil shows were recorded while
drilling. In the absence of further data we conclude that one or both of the main pre-drill Liz
prospect risks of trap effectiveness (up dip seal) and reservoir presence and quality, were the
likely cause of failure.
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Gas was discovered in two deeper zones in the 14/19-1 well for which no maps are available
in the released data and consequently we cannot comment further. The operator notes in
their 2009 Annual Report that the log interpretation indicates that 17 m of net hydrocarbon
pay were encountered between 2,961 and 3,031 m within a zone of over-pressured,
predominantly sandstone reservoir. A hydrocarbon sample and formation pressures were
recovered from this interval. The initial analysis suggests that the hydrocarbon type is wet
gas, but its precise characteristics were to be confirmed through further analysis. The well
took a gas kick while drilling this interval indicating the presence of better quality reservoir.
Dry gas was recovered from the zone between 3,457 and 3,558 m indicating that gas pay is
present but there is considerable uncertainty on the rock type and more work will be required
to assess its reservoir potential. This gas is a separate accumulation in a different pressure
regime.
The three Rachel area wells 14/15-1, 1z and 2 are reported to have encountered good quality
water wet sands with some oil shows. Well 14/15-1 is recorded as having encountered 81 m
net with average porosity of 23% though the gross interval and therefore N/G ratio is not
stated. There is no net sand or porosity data released for the other wells. All sands are
stated to have been water-wet. The pre-drill risk assessment noted that trap effectiveness
(updip seal and basal seal) was the main risk, and in the absence of other information we
assume that this was the cause of failure in these wells.
The most recent well 14/15-3 (Ninky prospect) drilled in May 2011 and targeted stacked thin
sands in a low relief structural trap. Failure is reported to have been due to poor reservoir
quality, and the new seismic data indicates that there may not have been structural closure.
The paleogeographic reconstructions conducted on behalf of Argos indicate that this well was
drilled at the distal limit of lacustrine fan incursion into the central and southern part of the
basin.
Of the wells drilled to date on early post rift seismic amplitude anomalies (counting only wells
14/10-2 and 3 on Sea Lion, and 14/15-1 and 2 on Rachel) there has been a 66% success rate
of encountering good reservoir quality. The trap effectiveness success rate for these wells is
about 40%.
All the wells described above during both drilling campaigns are located in the northern part of
the basin. In contrast wells 25/5-1 and 26/6-1 tested the previously undrilled southern basin
area. The 25/5-1 well tested both the Jacinta stratigraphic trap and the Dawn structure.
Good reservoir quality is reported and the operator notes that the main pre-drill risk of charge
effectiveness due to a long migration route from the main source kitchen was the likely cause
of failure. Both traps may also have lacked an effective seal.
The 26/6-1 well (Ernest prospect) is reported to have failed due to source rock absence and /
or a failed migration pathway.

2.3

Hydrocarbon Play Types

The main hydrocarbon exploration play types in the North Falkland Basin can be sub-divided
into syn-rift and post-rift plays. These can then be further sub-divided based on trap style,
whether structural or stratigraphic, and on reservoir type. Different authors will define and
sub-divide plays according to their own schemes and perceptions. There is no unique
method for categorising play types. Argos considers that the main plays in license PL001 are
as noted below (Figure 2.3):
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Syn-rift Jurassic and early Cretaceous fluvial / lacustrine sandstones in mainly
structural traps stratigraphically below the main lacustrine source rock, but with
lateral migration routes, and / or proximity to the secondary gas prone Tithonian to
Valanginian source rock.



Early post-rift Barremian to Valanginian clastics (analogous to Sea Lion) within the
main lacustrine source interval, in predominantly stratigraphic traps.

In addition there is potential in alluvial fan clastics inter-fingering with the lacustrine source
rocks on the faulted basin margins, fringing shallow water sands (beach to shoreface) in
combination traps against paleo-highs (e.g. Orca Ridge), and in late post-rift Late Cretaceous
sandstones in areas where faults have allowed vertical migration.
The limited drilling campaign in 1998 left a large number of intra-basinal and basin margin
prospects and play types un-tested in the basin. The post-rift plays were the focus of
attention during this initial drilling campaign. The early post-rift and syn-rift plays were largely
untested, and these have been the focus of recent drilling.

2.3.1

Syn-Rift Plays

Within the syn-rift Jurassic to early Cretaceous sequence both structural and stratigraphic
traps are possible below the main Valanginian to Barremian lacustrine source rocks. The
upper part of this syn-rift sequence includes the Tithonian to Valanginian source interval. The
reservoir objectives are most likely to be alluvial, fluvial and gravity flow sandstones. Expelled
hydrocarbons from either source rock interval would migrate laterally into structural and
stratigraphic traps (Richards and Hillier, 2000).
Alluvial to fan delta clastics are also predicted in the syn-rift sequence by seismic evidence
and geological model on the downthrown sides of major basin margin and intra-basin faults
systems.

2.3.2

Early Post-Rift Plays

The early post-rift Valanginian to Barremian sequence appears to comprise an optimal source
/ reservoir / seal combination adjacent to the main basin depocentres, as demonstrated by the
Sea Lion discovery. Structural and stratigraphic traps are envisaged with gravity flow
sandstones being a prime target.
Seismic data suggests that down-slope turbidite gravity flow deposits could be present in the
deeper parts of the paleo-lake. The source for coarse clastics is postulated to be the northern
delta systems in the hinterland. Amplitude extraction using the 3D seismic data shows
possible feeder channels that could direct coarse-grained clastics down slope. There is
potential for turbidite fan sandstones to inter-finger with or directly underlie the main source
rock interval, which would also act as top and lateral seal.
Alluvial and fan delta clastics could also be present in the earliest post rift sequence. An ideal
location for this type of play would be where alluvial fan clastics inter-finger with the lacustrine
deposits and where the latter transgress the top of the fan, creating the vertical seal.
The definition of prospects belonging to post-rift play types were the principle objective of the
3D seismic data acquisition, and has resulted in the definition of a portfolio of new prospects.
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2.3.3

Later Post-Rift Plays

Hydrocarbon migration into the later post-rift fluvial to shallow marine reservoir targets
requires faults to penetrate from the base of the main lacustrine source rock into the Middle to
Late Cretaceous section. Several seismic lines show possible gas chimney effects at faults,
which could be charging these units.
In addition a south-to-north prograding delta system has been identified in the new ‘fast track’
3D data set in the Western Graben sourced from an area just west of the 14/13-1 well.
Seismic mapping indicates that this northerly overstepping delta system and associated sublacustrine fans forms the Helios prospect.

2.4

Hydrocarbon Source, Generation & Migration

There are proprietary regional studies by Argos concerning the Geochemical Modelling and in
addition there are published reports covering aspects of the structural development and
geochemistry including work by Shell and the BGS.
The primary source rock horizon is Lower Cretaceous (Barremian to Valanginian) lacustrine,
oil prone, algal, shales of excellent quality. Source rocks of this age are demonstrated to be
present in the Eastern Graben, and are likely to be present in the Western Graben. A deeper
Tithonian to Valanginian source rock has also been encountered in the Eastern Graben and
may be the source of the gas encountered in the Johnson and Liz wells. It is postulated that
this deeper interval may also be a significant hydrocarbon source in the Western Graben.
There have been several studies by different authors and we have access to the published
study by Shell / BGS and to proprietary modelling work undertaken by Argos (Zilinski, 2000).
Argos has recently (August 2011) commissioned a new basin modelling study that has
produced some early results regarding the source rock quality, maturity and likely expulsion
depths for the two main source rock intervals of interest in the basin.
The Barremian to Valanginian lacustrine shale thickness encountered in wells varies from 88
m on the Central (Orca) Ridge to 584 m in the Eastern Graben. Total organic carbon
averages 5.6% and ranges from 2 to 10 % TOC. Shell’s Research Laboratory has stated that
this is one of the richest source rocks that they have seen worldwide (Richards & Hillier). The
Shell 14/10-1 well geochemical report records the presence of an oil prone source (Barremian
to Valanginian) from 2,130 m to TD (3,000 m) with type I/II kerogen. All the studies appear to
tell a similar story of a thick gross interval (+500 m) that is mature in its lower part below 2,400
to 2,650 m and at peak oil phase below 2,800 to 3,000 m. The maturation modelling studies
indicate that the timing of generation and expulsion has been from the Late Cretaceous to
present.
Well data also suggests that valid source rocks are present below this main lacustrine unit
with TOC values of 2 to 7% in the Tithonian to Valanginian section. These deeper Tithonian
to Valanginian syn-rift source rocks went through the oil window early in basin history and
expelled hydrocarbons during the Early to Late Cretaceous. Well 14/5-1 encountered
increasing gas (up to 32%) with gas breaking out of the drilling mud below about 3,600 m.
The gross source sequence in this well is over 500 m thick, with type II/IV kerogen (TOC
average 0.76 up to 1.6%) with coals towards the base, that are highly mature to post mature
below 4,150 m with a transition from wet gas / condensate to dry gas at circa 3,700 m. This
provides support for the possibly widespread presence of a deeper (possibly early Jurassic)
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mixed gas and oil prone source in the basin. The gas / condensate encountered in the lower
part of the 14/9-1 (Liz) well also confirm the source potential of this interval.
There are still considerable uncertainties inherent in the interpretation of this under-explored
basin, especially concerning heat flow history of the basin (and consequently the hydrocarbon
volume generated and expelled) and the lateral extent of the source rock intervals. The limits
of the “source kitchens” are placed at different positions on different vintages of maps by
different authors. This seems to be partly due to varying seismic interpretations and also the
use of different geothermal models. Based on all the available information summarised
above, the location of the main Valanginian to Barremian source kitchen is illustrated in
Figure 2.4.
The key to predicting the amount of oil generated by the source intervals is the heat flow
model. The Argos model uses variable heat flow that starts at 87 HFU in the Jurassic and
declines to the present day 60 HFU. The resulting maturation profile gives a good match to
the actual vitrinite data and increases the predicted volume of hydrocarbon generated 500
times from 0.2 bbls per acre/ft cumulative to 100 bbl per acre/ft cumulative.
Source rock modelling by the BGS is compatible with the Argos work and concludes that
between 11 and 60 billion barrels of oil could have been expelled from the Lower Cretaceous
lacustrine source. This compares to an estimate by Shell based on the same data of up to
100 billion barrels generated. The difference would appear to reflect an “oil generated”
estimate from Shell and an “oil expelled” value from the BGS and would fit with the Shell
statement that although the source is extremely prolific it is a “poor expeller”. The Argos
modelling suggests that the basin has expelled 76 billion barrels of oil in the main Eastern
Graben and 3.5 billion barrels of oil in the Western Graben. A new basin modelling study has
been commissioned by Argos and is currently work in progress.
The model studies predict early generation and expulsion. Depending on the basin location,
the main phase of oil generation started in the Aptian to Campanian and minor expulsion has
continued to the present day. This early generation is important in assessing the reservoir
quality risk for individual prospects as an early hydrocarbon charge can suppress diagenetic
processes in the reservoir and improve the reservoir quality.
The dry hole analysis of the previous wells drilled in the basin indicates that at least 14/9-1
and 14/10-1 drilled valid closures and that under-charging and / or lack of effective migration
was probably responsible for the absence of substantial hydrocarbons. Migration to postsource intervals, such as the Aptian reservoirs, could have been hindered by the immature
source interval providing an effective regional seal. Ideally a reservoir would be located
laterally to, or directly below, the mature source to receive charge, as is the case in the Sea
Lion discovery.
The prospects in PL001 are located in a variety of positions relative to the main source
kitchen area in the Eastern Graben. The more deeply buried amplitude anomaly prospects
are the most optimally located with respect to oil migration. The Rhea, Poseidon and deeper
Kratos prospects are positioned lateral to the northwestern part of the kitchen at a depth
between onset and peak oil generation. On the other hand the shallower prospects (Kratos
shallow, Iris, Oceanis and Selene) are just above the oil window and would require a
somewhat longer migration route. This is reflected in the charge risk assessment for each
prospect. The structural prospects located on the western margin of the Eastern Graben
(Zeus, Demeter, Hermes) and in the Western Graben (Apollo, Istros, Glaucus) require either
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longer range or non proven source and consequently these prospects tend to have a greater
charge risk.

2.5

Reservoir Presence & Quality

The potential reservoir targets in the North Falkland Basin can be grouped into three principal
sequences: syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous age (Tithonian to
Berriasian), early post-rift sandstones that are principally early Cretaceous (Barremian to
Valanginian) in age, and the later post-rift sequence which includes sands of probable Aptian
to Cenomanian age. It should be noted that the precise age dating is not always clearly
established and we use the age terms noted below whilst recognising that not all sources use
the same age determinations (Figure 2.5).
This summary of reservoir development in the North Falkland Basin is based primarily on
released well data, proprietary paleogeographic reconstruction work under taken on behalf of
Argos, and on published information including work by the BGS, and on individual well
reports.
The initial drilling campaign tested mainly structural traps and reservoir sandstone quality was
generally disappointing and often with high volcaniclastic content that has resulted in poorer
reservoir quality and log interpretation ambiguities. Many of the recent wells on the other
hand, have specifically targeted and often encountered, good quality lacustrine fan and
channel complex sandstones in stratigraphic traps, that were predicted to be present based
on seismic amplitude anomalies.

2.5.1

Syn-Rift Sandstones

Syn-rift Jurassic to early Cretaceous non-marine sequences were encountered in wells 14/9-1
and 2 located on the Central (Orca) Ridge. The age dating is not clear. The sequence
comprises sandstones, conglomerates and claystones. Samples of the clastic units obtained
from sidewall cores are described as tuffaceous. The depositional environment is likely to
have been fluvio-lacustrine with alluvial fans. A gross sandstone interval (possibly tuffaceous)
believed to be Jurassic in age in well 14/9-1 is 58 m thick (46 m net) and had log defined
porosity of 19 to 27% and water saturations possibly as low as 70%, but sampling using a
wireline formation tester suggested that the sandstones were tight. The presence of kaolinite
is noted which may indicate a risk of low permeability. The 14/9-2 well drilled a slightly
younger early rift section comprising weathered tuffaceous claystones above conglomerate.
The syn-rift sequence was also encountered in the Eastern Graben well 14/5-1A and
comprised mostly silty claystones with thin sandstones. The late syn-rift reservoir interval in
well 14/5-1A is reported to have a net thickness of 125 m, comprising thinly bedded individual
sands with porosities ranging from 27 to 30%, and Sw values as low as 51%.
Rapid deterioration in reservoir quality with depth due to compaction and diagenetic cements
is characteristic of the syn-rift sediments and is at least partly due to high levels of tuffaceous
material which degrades into pore throat filling clays and reduces the reservoir quality.
The presence of sandstones of this age in the southern part of the North Falkland Basin has
recently been demonstrated in wells 25/5-1 (Dawn) and 26/6-1 (Ernest) and good reservoir
quality is reported, though no details are released.
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Reservoir objectives of this age are the primary targets in the Apollo, Zeus and Hermes
prospects and their satellite structures.

2.5.2

Early Post-Rift Sandstones

The thickest penetrations of early post-rift Lower Cretaceous (Barremian to Valanginian)
sandstones have been found in the more basinal located Sea Lion wells 14/10-2, 3, 4 and 5,
in the Rachel wells 14/15-1, 1z, and 2, and in 14/5-1, in the northeastern part of the basin.
Analysis of the limited data available from these wells suggests that the North Falklands
Basin is relatively sand poor. The principle sand provenance is from the northern deltas.
Some contribution of sand may have occurred from the high area on the eastern basin margin
but no large fans have been identified. In the area of the Liz well to the south a major channel
system is sourced from the west, but generated a very restricted lacustrine fan sequence.
The reservoir parameters encountered in these wells are summarised below. These are of
different ages which are not differentiated. However further details, if available, are discussed
in the well results section of this report and in the relevant individual prospect descriptions.
There is some uncertainty regarding the Sea Lion parameters, especially for 14/10-3 as
different numbers are reported.
Well

Gross

Net Sand

N/G

Porosity

28 m

Thin beds

NA

Tight

NA

81 m

NA

23%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Thin beds

NA

Tight

14/19-1
Liz Fan
14/15-1
Rachel
14/15-1z
Rachel
14/15-2
Rachel N
14/15-3
Ninky
14/5-1
14/10-1
Fitzroy
14/10-2
Sea Lion
14/10-3
Sea Lion
14/10-4
Sea Lion
14/10-5
Sea Lion
14/10-6
Sea Lion
14/10-7
Sea Lion

38 m

28%

Thin beds
1 to 2 m thick
67 m

53 m

0.79

20%

110 m

64 m

0.58

19%

107 m

81 m

0.76

20%

86 m

79 m

0.92

20%

42 m

36 m

0.82

22%

35 m

26 m

0,72

22%

These wells mostly targeted seismic amplitude anomalies that were interpreted to represent
lacustrine fan sequences. The drilling results have largely confirmed this predictive model
and the well data combined with the early results of the new 3D seismic interpretation have
been used by Argos to develop and refine the geological model and paleogeographic
reconstructions. A note of caution is indicated by the 14/15-3 (Ninky) and 14/19-1 (Liz) wells
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that failed to encounter good quality sands despite the presence of apparently encouraging
seismic amplitudes. The absence of an associated isopach thick coincident with the
amplitude anomaly for these two prospects may be an important indication of the absence of
good quality reservoir.
There are only occasional thin sand beds (1 to 2 m thick) in the Barremian sequence in well
14/10-1, though the equivalent interval in 14/5-1 further to the north is more sand prone. A
sandstone-dominated interval was reported in this well within the delta foresets and
comprised 38 m net sandstone, with up to 28% porosity and 974 mD permeability, but 89%
water saturation. In the southern and central parts of the basin, the sequence is mostly tuffs,
claystones and silty claystones, with occasional thinly bedded sandstones. This was
confirmed by the 14/15-3 (Ninky) well.
The sandstones in these two initial basin centre wells are fluvial-lacustrine and fine to medium
grained, with calcite and clay cement. They are generally thinly bedded and composed of
mostly quartz, feldspar, detrital clay fragments and volcanic rock fragments. Depositional
texture, compaction and diagenesis have reduced both porosity and permeability. Although
the sandstones have high log porosities the inter-granular porosity is low and most of the
measured porosity is micro-porosity from the clay fraction. Petrographic studies by Shell
indicate that illite is pervasive.
Recent well results strongly support the prediction from geological models and seismic
amplitude data of better quality sandstones in this interval in basin margin locations. Although
the 14/19-1 (Liz) well did not encounter the expected reservoir quality, the Sea Lion discovery
and Rachel area wells did find up to 80 m of net sand in multiple zones within the upper part
of an early post-rift (probable Barremian to Aptian age) lacustrine fan complex originating
from the north, northeast and east.
Of the wells drilled to date on seismic amplitude anomalies (counting only wells 14/10-2 and 3
on Sea Lion) there has been a 66% success rate of encountering good reservoir quality. This
compares well to the pre-drill reservoir presence and effectiveness risk assessments for these
prospects which were generally about 60%.
There is very little data on sand body geometry and architecture, especially on individual fan
dimensions and gross and net sand thicknesses.
The proprietary geological model and paleogeographic reconstruction work, undertaken by
and on behalf of Argos, emphasises the importance of understanding the sand provenance in
order to predict likely fan sand development. A geological model for the entire basin has
been established using the available well information and the structural framework
established from the new 3D seismic data in conjunction with outcrop analogues of similar
depositional sequences, to relate the known sand bodies to predicted and undrilled sand
targets in newly identified prospects.
The model has enabled the construction of
paleogeographic maps at two time horizons: Upper Early Post-Rift and Lower Early Post-Rift.
This work has been used to help quantify the potential of newly identified structural /
stratigraphic traps in the Argos license.
The paleogeographic map for the Upper Early Post-Rift time (Figure 2.6) illustrates the
location and origin of the Sea Lion and Rachel lacustrine fan and channel complexes as well
as related undrilled deposits to the north and south along the length of the eastern basin
margin. The Sea Lion sands are interpreted to have been derived from the large feeding
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delta complex to the north, and possibly also the hinterland to the northeast via north and
northeast oriented channel systems. There is also recent 3D seismic evidence for channel /
canyon cuts into the eastern footwall escarpment that could have provided the sediment entry
points for some of the clastics preserved in the Sea Lion complex and more so in the Rachel
complexes. The Rachel fan sands are more likely to have been derived from the eastern
hinterland. The derivation from two different sand source provenance areas is noteworthy.
The well data indicates that at this time both provenance areas were contributing significant
clastic material.
At Upper Early Post-Rift time within the Argos licence on the western basin margin,
analogous lacustrine fan and channel sand complex sequences are predicted with derivation
from the main delta system to the north and northeast, the hinterland to the west and possibly
from the south.
The paleogeographic map for the Lower Early Post-Rift time (Figure 2.7) illustrates the
setting at the time of deposition of the predicted reservoir objectives in the Poseidon and
Rhea prospect trends in PL001. There is very little released data on sands deposited at this
time. On the eastern basin margin the Rachel wells are the only point of well control at this
level and all that is reported is a brief statement that there are “thinner, poor quality sands”.
The sand provenance for Rachel in the Lower Early Syn-Rift is interpreted to be from the
eastern hinterland and it is possible that this was a clastic poor source area at the time.
On the western margin in PL001 the Lower Early Post-Rift time model and 3D seismic predict
the presence of more proximal lacustrine fan deltas (Figure 2.8) in a shallow sub-basin to the
west and northwest with over spill through a re-entrant or structural saddle (a 5 to 8 km
breach) through the north to south trending Central (Orca) Ridge into the Argos lacustrine fan
channel complex prospect trends. This would infer that the northern part of the Western
Graben system quickly succumbed to an overfilled lake basin condition whereby over spill
became possible into the main Eastern Graben area of the PL001 licence. The sand
provenance for the PL001 prospects is from the north and northwest and is postulated (by
evidence of the main delta being to the north) to be a robust source of clastic material.
Reservoir of this age is the primary objective in the Rhea, Poseidon, Kratos and Elphis, Iris,
Oceanis and Selene prospect trends in the Eastern Graben, and the Electra, Calypso, Metis
and Nereus prospects in the Western Graben.

2.5.3

Middle Post-Rift Sandstones

The post-rift section includes Aptian to Cenomanian deltaic, fluvial and marginal marine
sandstones. The later post-rift is characterised by deeper water marine sequences from
Turonian to Tertiary age.
The Aptian to Cenomanian sandstones overlie the main lacustrine source rock. The thickest
gross sandstone is found in the Eastern Graben wells 14/5-1, 14/10-1 and 14/24-1. The
former targeted a seismically defined deltaic sequence prograding from the north and found at
least 84 m of net sandstone with porosity averaging 27%. In the south, well 14/24-1 had 116
m of gross sand with average log derived porosity from 16 to 23%. A thinner possibly Aptian
sequence is encountered in the Central Ridge wells 14/9-1 & 2. The former found from 28 to
40 m of gross sandstone (depending on the shale and porosity cut-offs used) at 1,794 mKB
(1,769 m TVDSS). In the Western Graben, 14/13-1 encountered 42 m of younger
(Cenomanian) gross sand as well as an older possibly Aptian deltaic facies section that is
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believed to be the sediment source for the stacked sub-lacustrine fan complex prospect
known as Helios.
There are two recovered sections of core between 1,631 to 1,635 m MD and 1,822 to 1,837
m MD in 14/9-1. The former interval appears to be above the main Aptian reservoir but
includes sands with porosity varying between 13 and 26%, though permeability was no
greater than 22 mD. This does raise the possibility that a ‘waste zone’ (a low permeability
interval constituting neither seal nor reservoir) could be present. The lower core interval had
porosity ranging from 14.8 to 31.7 % (average 24%) with permeability values between 0.13 to
351 mD (average 27 mD). The core permeability is below 60 mD with two measurements up
to 351 mD.
The porosity / permeability transform from the core data suggests that porosity needs to be
above 25% to obtain permeability of greater than 10 mD in this reservoir. This is because the
high porosity values are due to micro-porosity in the clay minerals. Early hydrocarbon
migration would be likely to alter the diagenetic history and preserve better reservoir quality.
However this remains a significant concern when assessing reservoir quality risk.
This reservoir interval is a secondary target in the Zeus, Demeter and Hermes prospects, as
well as Helios and Triton in the Western Graben.

2.5.4

Late Post-Rift Sandstones

There is very little data available concerning the reservoir quality of the late post-rift Upper
Cretaceous (Campanian) interval due to the limited log data and sampling in the shallow
section of the wells. The gamma ray logs indicate that a mixed sand and shale sequence is
present in the nearby wells and the sparse paleontological evidence suggests a transition
upwards from terrestrial and marginal marine to fully marine conditions. Consequently at this
shallow burial depth good reservoir quality would be expected.
Reservoir of this age is a secondary objective in the Zeus prospect.
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3

High-Graded Prospects

Argos has identified sixteen new structural / stratigraphic amplitude anomaly prospects in the
Eastern Graben and six new prospects plus several leads in the Western Graben area of
licence PL001 using the recently acquired ‘fast track’ 3D seismic data. In addition the six
structural trap prospects identified on the original 2D seismic database have been reinterpreted on the new 3D data.
The Argos mapping and interpretation has been reviewed by Senergy and used as the basis
for generating an estimate of the resource size potential and quantification of a risk factor or
geological COS for each prospect.

3.1
3.1.1

Geophysical Interpretation
Seismic Database

The regional seismic database comprises mixed vintages of 2D and 3D data. The original
Spectrum data, covering the entire North Falkland Basin, was acquired in 1993 to 1995.
Subsequently, as a member of the Amerada group in PL001, proprietary data was acquired in
1997 and this was traded with operators of neighbouring licenses for data of a similar vintage.
All this data has now been released. During 2010 much of the 2D data relevant to PL001 was
reprocessed at Fugro, and used for the previous interpretation.
A 3D survey was acquired over the entire area of PL001 during January to May 2011. Some
1,415 km2 of data was acquired by Polarcus using the MV Asima. Although the recording
conditions were challenging, the resulting data is good and much improved over the previous
2D data set. At the time of writing, the entire volume has been processed through fast-track
by Geotrace (Figure 3.1.1). Final processing is expected in late 2011. The data has been
traded with operators of adjacent licenses (Desire and Rockhopper) to give comprehensive
3D seismic coverage of the North Falkland Basin.

3.1.2

Seismic Interpretation & Mapping

The newly acquired 3D data forms the basis of the current interpretation. The major
sequence boundaries were transferred from the 2D data and fitted very well. Imaging of the
major faults is also consistent between the 2D and 3D data. A considerable improvement in
the reflector continuity is apparent and the extended coverage has allowed robust amplitude
mapping, angle stack study, and minor fault definition.
The main stratigraphic sub-divisions published by Richards and Hillier and used in the
previous Argos interpretation were reviewed and retained (see Figure 3.1.2 and the table
below), although a change of nomenclature of the UCl to UCm was adopted after reviewing
the well data.
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Tectonic
Sequence

Sub Unit

Post up lift sag
Late Post-Rift

UCm-UCu

Middle Post-Rift
Early Post-Rift

LC4-LC7
LC2 –LC4

Transition
Late Syn-Rift
Early Syn-Rift
Pre- Rift

LC1

Age Range

Unit Devision
No

Cenozoic

6

Seismic
Marker at
Base
BT

Albian & Upper
Cretaceous to
early Paleocene
Aptian - Albian
Valanginian to
Barremian
Berriasian to
Valanginian
Tithonian to
Berriasian
Mid Jurassic to
Tithonian
Devonian to Mid
Jurassic

5

UCm

4
3

LC5
LC2

3

LC1

2

Ju

1

BJur

1

Argos has undertaken a detailed interpretation within the early post-rift sequence in order to
assess the potential lacustrine fan reservoir potential and define prospective traps. Each
stratigraphic interval was investigated as a ‘trend’ and the prospects and leads analysed
using possible top reservoir structure depth maps, reservoir interval isopach maps, and
horizon amplitude maps.
Depth conversion was achieved using velocity functions derived for the previous 2D work and
applied to the 3D horizons. A revised depth conversion will await completion of the final 3D
data processing.
Age dating of seismic reflectors in the North Falkland Basin is poor due to lack of good
paleontological samples from the wells. Therefore it is impossible to assign specific ages to
the horizons, only age ranges. The horizon naming convention refers to the sequence
stratigraphic divisions and in all cases refers to the base of the sequence. For example, the
middle post-rift sequence has an age range between Aptian to Albian. An interpreted seismic
horizon describing the bottom of this unit would therefore be base LC5. Intermediate horizons
are labelled with the unit division number and then alphabetically from the bottom upwards
within the divisions.

3.1.3

Seismic Attribute, Amplitude and AVO Studies

Seismic amplitude and amplitude versus offset (AVO) work has just commenced and
modelling of the seismic data to the wells is ongoing. This work is important as anomalies on
3D seismic play a significant role in prospect definition and risk reduction. In the North
Falkland Basin the information to date indicates that amplitudes alone are not necessarily
indicative of hydrocarbon accumulations or the presence of good quality reservoir.
The interpretation of seismic amplitude anomalies must be combined by other indicators such
as the regional geological model and trends, the reservoir interval isopach thickness, and
structural trends and anomalies. Understanding the relationships between these indicators is
crucial in prospect evaluation and forms the basis of the prospect risk assessments.
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3.2

Eastern Graben Structural / Stratigraphic Prospects

A total of sixteen new structural / stratigraphic amplitude anomaly prospects have been
identified on the 3D seismic data in the Eastern Graben (Figures 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3).
This area is traditionally considered to be the main sub-basin in the North Falklands Basin
and is the location of most of the wells drilled to date including the Sea Lion discovery. The
prospects in the Western Graben and those on the Central Ridge which separates these two
sub-basins, are treated in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.2.1

Rhea Prospect

The Rhea prospect is a very prominent amplitude anomaly with a north northwest orientation
that is interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan and channel sequence in a combination
structural and stratigraphic trap located above and adjacent to the Poseidon C prospect and 8
km northwest of the Johnson 14/5-1 well. The principal reservoir objective is lower early postrift Valanginian to Hauterivian sandstones.

3.2.1.1 Subsurface Description
The Rhea prospect north northwest trending amplitude anomaly is mapped on the early postrift top LC1d horizon, and located between the Central (Orca) Ridge to the west and the
Johnson discovery (14/5-1) to the east. The prospect also displays an LC1a to LC1d interval
isopach thick showing conformance with the amplitude anomaly (Figure 3.2.4). However, the
brightest amplitude is not always associated with the thickest isopach. The shape of the
anomaly is suggestive of a point source sand entry to the northwest coincident with a
northeast to southwest trending fault. The structure map is compatible with the amplitude
anomaly representing sand deposition into a structural low. A smaller fan system appears to
be developed from the same point source but with a more northwesterly orientation.
The prospect is a structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the south at
shallower closing contours and / or by pinchout at lower structural contours, and by sandstone
pinchout to the east and west. Closure to the north is by sand pinchout which could be
controlled by a northeast to southwest trending fault (Figure 3.2.4). The anomaly termination
to the west is at the limit of the bright amplitude which occurs just before the LC1d event
onlaps the flank of the Central Ridge (Figure 3.2.5). There is marked thinning to the east but
no mapped pinchout or event termination.
Angle stacks were derived from the fast track processing together with data from the traded
well 14/10-2. The initial results show that the Rhea prospect possesses similar anomalies to
those seen at Sea Lion.
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauteivian) sands at the base of
the early post-rift interval. The nearby wells are not considered to have optimally tested the
potential sand fairways identified in the geological model for this sequence (Figure 2.7). The
early post-rift (Valanginian to Barremian) sandstones in the basinal wells 14/10-1 and 14/5-1
to the east are generally 1 to 2 m thick. The sandstones in these wells are interpreted to be
thin distal deposits and depositional texture, compaction and diagenesis have reduced both
porosity and permeability. Although the sandstones record high log porosities, the inter-
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granular porosity is low and most of the measured porosity appears to be micro-porosity from
the clay fraction.
The only other well control is located south of PL001 in the Rachel area wells (14/15-1, 1z
and 2) and the 14/19-1 Liz well and we have limited released information on the lower early
post-rift sand development in these wells except that they are reported to be “thin and poor
quality”. We have no information on the quality of sands of this age in the Sea Lion wells.
The Rachel area sands are interpreted to have been derived from the eastern hinterland
which may not have been a good source of clastic material in the earliest post-rift times.
The geological model and paleogeographic reconstruction of the Lower Early Post-Rift
sequence, and the seismic amplitude response at LC1d, therefore form the basis of the
predicted sand development and quality in the Rhea prospect. The sands are interpreted to
enter the area from the northwest, by over spill from the Western Graben and possibly from
the major delta system in the north. Lacustrine fan and channel sands are predicted to have
been derived from delta front fan deltas.
The postulated Rhea fan system is younger than, and offset to the west, and also the east of
the Poseidon C fan. The sand influx has been directed into depositional lows that are located
on either side of this older fan which is postulated to be caused by differential burial
compaction effects around the Poseidon C fan sand body (Figure 3.2.5).

3.2.1.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top LC1d depth map and top LC1d amplitude map provided by Argos
to generate a probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The reservoir
parameter inputs reflect the range of values reported for Early Post-Rift sands of various ages
from the recently drilled wells, and the proposed gross interval thickness of 45 m is
constrained by the LC1a to LC1d interval isopach map.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

100

297

665

344

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
The Rhea northwest fan system potential upside STOIIP of 187 MMstb is included in the high
case. Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

20

103

426

The trap geometry is well defined by a very clear amplitude anomaly and the reflector
terminations at the projected pinchouts are clearly defined. The trap effectiveness is
dependent on lateral and vertical seal and the highest risk is of updip seal breach to the north.
The reservoir risk assessment reflects the fact that the Valanginian to Hauterivian reservoir is
predicted to be present based on the geological model. The model predicts sand derivation
from a clastic rich source area off the delta front to the north, but requires relatively long
distance sand transport down the basin axes. The reservoir risk value also reflects the fact
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that overall the isopach thick is coincident with the amplitude anomaly but that the thickest
isopach is not always associated with the brightest amplitude
The prospect is immediately adjacent to the mature source rocks in the Eastern Graben and
is close to the northern limit of the main Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen. The
prospect is located within the oil window.
Trap
0.55

Reservoir
0.7

Charge
0.8

COS
0.31

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.2

Poseidon Prospect Trend

The Poseidon prospect trend comprises a linear and en echelon series of amplitude
anomalies with a north northwest orientation that are interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan
and channel sequence in combination structural and stratigraphic traps located on the
northwest margin of the Eastern Graben. The trend of anomalies is about 5 to 10 km west of
the 14/5-1 and 14/10-1 wells. The principal reservoir objective is early post-rift Valanginian to
Hauterivian sandstones.

3.2.2.1 Subsurface Description
The Poseidon prospect trend is located between the Central (Orca) Ridge to the west and the
Johnson discovery (14/5-1) to the east. A series of six en echelon north northwest trending
amplitude anomalies are mapped on the early post-rift top LC1a (green) horizon. The
prospects are defined by a combination of the amplitude map, the top LC1a structure depth
map, and the LC0r to LC1a interval isopach map.
These prospects are therefore structural / stratigraphic traps that would be dip closed to the
south at shallower closing contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the east and west.
Closure to the north is by sand pinchout which could be controlled by northeast to southwest
trending faults and the same fault trends appear to control sand terminations in the south to
generate the spill full trap (Figure 3.2.6 and 3.2.7). The amplitude anomalies are
progressively shallower to the north and consequently lateral seal breach to the north would
result in spill to the next highest trap. The trap boundaries are at the bright amplitude limits
rather than at event terminations or onlaps.
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauterivian) sands at the base of
the early post-rift interval. The nearby wells are not considered to have optimally tested the
potential sand fairways identified in the geological model for this sequence (see Section
3.2.1.1 for discussion which is not repeated here).
The geological model and paleogeographic reconstruction of the Lower Early Post-Rift
sequence, and the seismic amplitude response at LC1a, therefore form the basis of the
predicted sand development and quality in the Poseidon prospect trend. The sands are
interpreted to enter the Poseidon area from the northwest by over spill from the western
Graben, and possibly from the major delta system in the north. Lacustrine fan and channel
sands are predicted to have been derived from delta front fan deltas, and may have been
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reworked into axial turbidite fan systems. The Poseidon anomalies have an en echelon
appearance and could alternatively be interpreted as having been derived from a series of
individual point sources to the northwest.
The top seal is expected to be robust unless later channels have eroded into the sealing
shales. It is possible that the subsequent Rhea fan channel system (see Section 3.1.2.1
above) could erode the Poseidon C seal (Figure 3.2.5). However this would cause spill into
Rhea and the top seal on this fan would then form the trap.

3.2.2.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC1a depth map provided by Argos to generate a probabilistic STOIIP
estimate range as tabulated below:
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Poseidon A
Poseidon B

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

18

42

76

45

45

98

162

102

Poseidon C

47

102

169

106

Poseidon D

22

106

239

121

Poseidon E

32

96

164

98

Poseidon F

11

77

220

98

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Poseidon A
Poseidon B

Low

Best

High

3.6

13.5

38

9

30.6

81

Poseidon C

9.4

31.8

84.5

Poseidon D

4.4

36.3

119.5

Poseidon E

6.4

29.4

82

Poseidon F

2.2

29.4

110

The risk assigned to trap geometry and effectiveness (seal) and reservoir presence and
effectiveness is variable around a generally narrow range depending on the nature of the
pinchout definition and the conformance between the amplitude, structure and isopach maps.
The reservoir risk assessment reflects the lack of information on good quality sands of this
age, and the positive predictions from the geological model and seismic amplitude response
at the top reservoir mapped horizon.
This prospect trend is immediately adjacent to the mature source rocks in the Eastern Graben
and is close to the northern limit of the main Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen. The
prospect trend is located within the ‘oil window’ though there is a risk dependency between
charge and trap seal between shallower and more deeply buried prospects ie charge to
shallower prospects may require seal breach on deeper prospects.
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Poseidon A
Poseidon B
Poseidon C
Poseidon D
Poseidon E
Poseidon F

Trap
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.4
0.3
0.3

Reservoir
0.6
0.6
0.65
0.6
0.5
0.4

Charge
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

COS
0.22
0.19
0.23
0.19
0.12
0.10

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.3

Kratos Prospect Trend

The Kratos prospect trend comprises two large amplitude anomalies in the north with
northwest to southeast and north to south orientations that are on trend with a single
northeast to southwest anomaly to the south. These are interpreted to represent lacustrine
fan and channel sequences in combination structural and stratigraphic traps located on the
northwest margin of the Eastern Graben. The trend of anomalies is about 20 km in length
and the southernmost is 3 km west of Johnson 14/5-1. The principal reservoir objective is
early post-rift Hauterivian sandstones.

3.2.3.1 Subsurface Description
The prospect trend is located between the Central (Orca) Ridge to the west and the Johnson
discovery (14/5-1) to the east. A series of five prospects are identified from three main
amplitude anomalies that are mapped on the early post-rift top LC2a horizon. The prospects
are defined by a combination of the top LC2a structure depth and amplitude maps, and the
LC1r to LC2a interval isopach map (Figure 3.2.8).
The amplitude anomalies generally show good conformance with an isopach thick though
their structural position is on a steeply dipping slope rather than being related to a structural
low or axis. Kratos C and D are coincident with a pronounced structural nose. These
prospects are therefore structural / stratigraphic traps that would be dip closed to the south at
shallower closing contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the east and west. Closure to the
north is by sand pinchout which could be controlled by faults. The Kratos C anomaly
termination to the north is not imaged on the current seismic dataset. The Kratos A northerly
termination is against the Zeus fault. Two of the prospects (Kratos A and D) terminate to the
south at faults that are interpreted to control sand terminations in the south to generate the
spill full trap. The fault separating Kratos A from Kratos B shows rollover into the fault on the
downthrown side (Kratos B). The amplitude anomalies are progressively shallower to the
north and consequently lateral seal breach to the north would result in spill to the next highest
trap.
The westerly anomaly boundaries are clearly defined but the easterly amplitude terminations
are more diffuse especially for the two northern anomalies and this could indicate a higher
risk of lateral seal breach.
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian) sands of the early post-rift interval
(see Section 3.2.1.1 for further discussion which is not repeated here). The nearby wells are
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not considered to have optimally tested the potential sand fairways identified in the geological
model for this sequence.
The geological model and paleogeographic reconstruction of the Lower Early Post-Rift
sequence, and the seismic amplitude response at LC2a, therefore form the basis of the
predicted sand development and quality in the prospect trend.
The Kratos A prospect is overlain or adjacent to the Iris and Oceanis prospects and in turn
partly overlies the Poseidon A prospect (Figure 3.2.9). The top seal is expected to be robust
unless later channels have eroded into the sealing shales.

3.2.4

Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor

Senergy has used the LC2a depth map provided by Argos to generate a probabilistic STOIIP
estimate range as tabulated below:
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Kratos A
Kratos B

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

50

91

155

97

35

104

195

110

Kratos C

68

195

367

209

Kratos D

15

73

177

87

Kratos E

5

22

55

27

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)
Kratos A
Kratos B

Resources

Low

Best

High

10

29.1

77.5

7

33

97.5

Kratos C

13.6

62.7

183.5

Kratos D

3

26.1

88.5

Kratos E

1

8.1

27.5

NB: Kratos C extends into the block to the north but only the PL001 licence volumes are
calculated as the trap is not closed to the north on the current seismic data set (this is
reflected in the trap risk assessment).
The risk assigned to trap geometry and effectiveness (seal) and reservoir presence and
effectiveness is variable depending on the nature of the pinchout definition and the degree of
conformance between the amplitude, structure and isopach maps.
The reservoir risk assessment reflects the lack of information on good quality sands of this
age, and the positive predictions from the geological model and seismic amplitude response
at the top reservoir mapped horizon.
This prospect trend is immediately adjacent to the mature source rocks in the Eastern Graben
and is close to the northern limit of the main Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen. The
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deeper prospects Kratos D and E are located within the oil window but the shallower
prospects Kratos A and B are just above the oil window and would require a longer migration
route. This is reflected in the charge risk factor.

Kratos A
Kratos B
Kratos C
Kratos D
Kratos E

Trap
0.3
0.45
0.15
0.3
0.3

Reservoir
0.6
0.65
0.6
0.6
0.6

Charge
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8

COS
0.13
0.20
0.07
0.14
0.14

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.5

Elphis Prospect

The Elphis amplitude anomaly has a northwest orientation that is interpreted to comprise a
lacustrine fan and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap located
northwest of the Johnson 14/5-1 well. The principal reservoir objective is lower early post-rift
Valanginian to Hauterivian sandstones.

3.2.5.1 Subsurface Description
The amplitude anomaly is mapped on the early post-rift top LC1r horizon, and displays an
LC1j to LC1r interval isopach thick showing some conformance with the amplitude anomaly
(Figure 3.2.10) although the brightest amplitude is not associated with the thickest isopach..
The amplitude termination and therefore trap definition to the north is not imaged as this is at
the limit of the current 3D data cube. The structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip
closed to the south at shallower closing contours and / or by pinchout at lower structural
contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the east and west. The prospect is potentially
segmented by a prominent northeast to southwest trending fault which could be sealing, and
the isopach thick is south of this fault.
The presence of good quality Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauterivian) sandstone
reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic amplitude response and the
geological model developed by Argos (see Section 3.2.1.1 for further discussion which is not
repeated here).

3.2.5.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top LC1r depth map and top LC1r amplitude map provided by Argos to
generate a probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The reservoir parameter
inputs reflect the range of values reported for Early Post-Rift sands of various ages from the
recently drilled wells.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

37

77

161

90

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
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Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

7.4

27

81

The trap geometry is not defined on the current data set to the north.
The reservoir risk assessment reflects the fact that the Valanginian to Hauterivian reservoir is
predicted to be present based on the geological model.
The prospect is immediately adjacent to the mature source rocks in the Eastern Graben and
is close to the northern limit of the main Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen. The
prospect is located at the top of the ‘oil window’.
Trap
0.2

Reservoir
0.6

Charge
0.8

COS
0.10

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.6

Iris Prospect

The Iris amplitude anomaly has a northwest orientation that is interpreted to comprise a
lacustrine fan and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap located
northwest of the Johnson 14/5-1 well. The principal reservoir objective is lower early post-rift
Hauterivian sandstones.

3.2.6.1 Subsurface Description
The amplitude anomaly is mapped on the early post-rift top LC2d horizon, and displays an
LC2a to LC2d interval isopach with weak conformance with the amplitude anomaly (Figure
3.2.11). The structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the south at shallower
closing contours and / or by pinchout at lower structural contours, and by sandstone pinchout
to the east and west. The prospect is potentially segmented by a prominent northeast to
southwest trending fault which could be sealing.
The presence of good quality Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian) sandstone reservoir is
predicted based on a combination of seismic amplitude response and the geological model
developed by Argos (See Section 3.2.1.1 for further discussion which is not repeated here).

3.2.6.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top LC2d depth map and top LC2d amplitude map provided by Argos
to generate a probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The reservoir
parameter inputs reflect the range of values reported for Early Post-Rift sands of various ages
from the recently drilled wells.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
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P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

22

84

180

94
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The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

4.4

28.2

90

The trap and reservoir risk assessments reflect the fact that the amplitude anomaly displays
diffuse boundaries and the conformance between anomaly, isopach and structure is not
pronounced. This prospect is located just above the oil window and would require a longer
migration route. This is reflected in the charge risk factor.
Trap
0.3

Reservoir
0.5

Charge
0.7

COS
0.11

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.7

Oceanis Prospect

The Oceanis amplitude anomaly is interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan and channel
sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap. The principal reservoir objective
is upper early post-rift Hauterivian to Barremian sandstones.

3.2.7.1 Subsurface Description
The amplitude anomaly is mapped on the early post-rift top LC3a horizon, and displays good
structural conformance but no LC2d to LC3a interval isopach conformance with the amplitude
anomaly (Figure 3.2.12). The structural / stratigraphic trap would be dip closed to the south
at shallower closing contours and / or by pinchout to the south at a northeast to southwest
trending fault, and by sandstone pinchout to the east and west.
To the south of the prospect is a large more diffuse area of brighter amplitudes that will
require further evaluation in order to assess the prospectivity.
The presence of good quality Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian to Barremian) sandstone
reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic amplitude response and the
geological model developed by Argos (See Section 3.2.1.1 for further discussion which is not
repeated here).

3.2.7.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top LC3a depth map and top LC3a amplitude map provided by Argos
to generate a probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The reservoir
parameter inputs reflect the range of values reported for Early Post-Rift sands of various ages
from the recently drilled wells.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
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P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

24

64

112

67
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The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

4.8

20.1

56

The trap and reservoir risk assessments reflect the fact that the amplitude anomaly displays
poor conformance between the anomaly and isopach map. This prospect is located just
above the oil window and would require a longer migration route. This is reflected in the
charge risk factor.
Trap
0.4

Reservoir
0.5

Charge
0.7

COS
0.14

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.2.8

Selene Prospect

The amplitude anomaly is interpreted to comprise a toe of slope delta front fan and channel
sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap located above the Rhea and
Poseidon C prospects. The principal reservoir objective is upper early post-rift Hauterivian to
Barremian sandstones.

3.2.8.1 Subsurface Description
The amplitude anomaly is mapped on the early post-rift top LC3g horizon, and displays good
conformance with the LC3a to LC3g interval isopach (Figure 3.2.13). The structural /
stratigraphic trap would be dip closed to the south and by sandstone pinchout to the north,
east and west.
The presence of good quality Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian to Barremian) sandstone
reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic amplitude response and the
geological model developed by Argos (see Section 3.2.1.1 for further discussion which is not
repeated here).

3.2.8.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top LC3g depth map and top LC3g amplitude map provided by Argos
to generate a probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The reservoir
parameter inputs reflect the range of values reported for Early Post-Rift sands of various ages
from the recently drilled wells.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

72

205

564

269

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
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Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

14.4

80.7

282

The trap and reservoir risk assessments reflect the fact that although the amplitude anomaly
weakens to the east there is a high risk that sands are present along the length of the delta
front. This prospect is located just above the oil window and would require a longer migration
route. This is reflected in the charge risk factor.
Trap
0.2

Reservoir
0.7

Charge
0.7

COS
0.10

The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon
phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.3

Western Graben Structural / Stratigraphic Prospects

A total of six new structural / stratigraphic amplitude anomaly prospects together with several
smaller leads, have been identified on the 3D seismic data in the Western Graben (Figures
3.3.1 & 3.3.7) in addition to the three structural trap prospects previously identified (see
Section 3.4).
The only well drilled in the Western Graben is 14/13-1 located in the southern part of this subbasin. This shallow well was drilled to the top lacustrine source unit but did not test the synrift pre lacustrine source rock reservoir objectives. Consequently horizon identification and
stratigraphic age determination in the Western Graben is by ‘jump correlation’ from the
Eastern Graben across the Central (Orca) ridge. Although this is an inherently uncertain
method of horizon identification the character correlation does appear to be very reliable.
The available evidence indicates analogous source and reservoir intervals are likely to be
similarly developed as in the Eastern Graben. Paleogeographic reconstruction work
combined with seismic character indications from the new 3D data suggest the widespread
presence of both northerly and southerly derived lacustrine fan channel sequences in the post
rift sequence. Geochemical modelling work indicates the presence of a small Barremian to
Valanginian mature source kitchen area to the east of the sub-basin. Further modelling work
is currently in progress to further quantify the generative potential of the source kitchen and
also to assess and quantify the deeper source potential in the syn rift sequence.

3.3.1

Helios Prospect

The Helios prospect is a large and pronounced seismic anomaly that partly overlies the
Glaucus structural trend (see Section 3.4) in the Western Graben and is interpreted to
comprise a lacustrine fan and channel sandstone sequence in a combination structural and
stratigraphic trap. The principal reservoir objective is middle post-rift Aptian sandstones.

3.3.1.1 Subsurface Description
The Helios prospect is mapped on the new ‘fast track’ 3D seismic data and is a thickened
interval within the late Lower Cretaceous sequence, the core of which is characterised by
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over stepping bright amplitude foreset seismic events that can be individually mapped, and
are interpreted to have fan channel morphology. The prospect is the entire envelope of this
seismic package and the key map horizons are the top fan sequence (LC5) event (Figure
3.3.2) and the base fan sequence.
The fan sequence clearly thins and pinches out updip to the west (Figure 3.3.3), and also
thins to an interpreted sand entry point to the south. There are two possible positions for the
westerly limit of good reservoir quality sandstones: the ultimate westerly pinchout of the
mapped fan interval, and the westerly limit of the ’core area’ bright amplitude foreset seismic
event interval. The prospect model used in the volume estimates assumes the former defines
the extent of reservoir sands and the trap limit.
To the north there is no pronounced thinning of the sequence but the strong bright amplitude
seismic events gradually die out in this direction which is potentially indicative of sand
transition into a shale sequence. The trap could be dip closed to the east at shallower
contours or stratigraphically trapped in this direction at the maximum case. The thickest
sands are predicted to be in the down dip core to the east with thinner reservoir being
increasingly likely further up dip to the west.
The precise boundaries of the potential trap are therefore subject to some uncertainty. The
pronounced foreset events in the ‘core area’ to the east have been individually mapped
although the extent to which these may be sealed is unclear. This internal complexity means
that the top fan sequence amplitude map does not necessarily give an image of sand
distribution within the overall fan ‘package’.
The primary reservoir target is middle post rift sandstones of probable Aptian age and is
therefore predicted to be slightly younger than the Sea Lion discovery in the Eastern Graben.
The reservoir depth in the core area is between c 1,800 and 2,000 m. The anomaly interval
isopach strongly suggests clastic input from the south by northerly prograding deltaic
clinoforms (the 14/13-1 biostratigraphy report indicates deltaic facies of Aptian age) in
contrast to Sea Lion and the other amplitude anomaly prospects described in this report
which are northerly sourced. The internal seismic character and fan event terminations in the
Helios prospect are analogous to Sea Lion according to published information.
The Barremian to Valanginian source interval proven in the Eastern Graben is predicted to be
present in the Western Graben and modelling studies indicate that the lower part of the
interval will be mature at a depth some 400 to 500 m beneath Helios (ie assuming the top oil
window is at 2,400 m) and that the entire interval will be mature to the east and down dip from
the prospect. Consequently both vertical and lateral migration is required to charge the
prospect.
The prospect overlies and in some places appears to cut down into the top of the source rock
interval. Faults including the Glaucus fault trend underlie the prospect and could act as
migration routes from both the primary Barremian to Valanginian and the secondary Jurassic
source rocks that are predicted to be present in the basin. These faults do not appear to
breach the fan top seal.

3.3.1.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the top fan sequence depth map provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The internal complexity of this
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seismic anomaly prospect means that there are a variety of approaches that could be used to
estimate the potential in place volume range. We have selected a simple method using
clearly defined assumptions.
The gross rock volume P 90 input assumes only partial fill down to the 1,700 m contour, and
the P 5 0 input assumes a longer column down to the 1,825 m contour. The P 1 0 input assumes
the entire ‘core area’ is full to the deepest contour at 1,960 m.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

160

1,584

5,180

2,194

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

32

658

2,590

The trap risk assessment takes account of the pinchout risk to both the west and the north.
The reservoir risk value gives considerable importance to the very pronounced seismic
expression of this anomaly, despite there being no relevant well control in the Western
Graben.
The principal risk, as for the other prospects in the Western Graben, is the hydrocarbon
source and charge which is unproven in this sub-basin and is modelled to have more limited
generative capacity than in the adjacent Western Graben.
Trap
0.55

Reservoir
0.7

Charge
0.15

COS
0.06

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon charge model in the
Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR
light oil.

3.3.2

Metis Prospect

The Metis prospect is an amplitude anomaly that is interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan
and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap located beneath the
Helios prospect. The principal reservoir objective is lower early post-rift Valanginian to
Hauterivian sandstones.

3.3.2.1 Subsurface Description
The Metis amplitude anomaly is located above the Glaucus structure and below the Helios
prospect. It has a conical fan shaped geometry, and is mapped at the early post-rift top LC1a
horizon. The potential trap is defined by a combination of the amplitude map and the top
LC1a structure depth map. There is no clear evidence for a thickened interval from the
isopach map.
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The prospect is located on a relatively complex structural terrace that could be
stratigraphically closed in all directions (Figure 3.3.4 and 3.3.5).
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauterivian) sands towards the
base of the early post-rift interval.

3.3.2.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC1a amplitude and depth maps provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The estimates assume a P 50 case
input area coincident with the brightest amplitude and the maximum case is the entire
amplitude anomaly.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

78

212

501

256

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

16

77

251

The risk assigned to trap geometry and effectiveness (seal) reflects the lack of conformance
between the amplitude, structure and isopach maps.
The reservoir risk assessment reflects the lack of information on good quality sands of this
age, and the positive predictions from the geological model and seismic amplitude response
at the top reservoir mapped horizon.
This prospect trend is adjacent to the mature source rocks in the Western Graben and is
close to the western limit of the predicted Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen.
Trap
0.3

Reservoir
0.5

Charge
0.4

COS
0.06

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with all elements of the prospect and trap
model. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.

3.3.3

Triton Prospect

The Triton prospect amplitude anomaly is interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan and
channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap. The principal reservoir
objective is middle post-rift Aptian sandstones.
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3.3.3.1 Subsurface Description
The prospect is located in the Western Graben and immediately overlies part of the Helios
prospect. An amplitude anomaly is present at both the top and base anomaly events which
are the top LC7c and top LC7 horizons respectively. The potential trap is defined by a
combination of the top LC7c amplitude map and structure depth map. The interval isopach
map does not show a pronounced thickening associated with the amplitude anomaly. The
prospect is a structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the east at shallower
closing contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the north, south and west (Figure 3.3.6).
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous Aptian sands in the middle post-rift interval.
The prospect immediately overlies the Helios prospect and would probably require seal
breach from this prospect in order for Triton to be charged.

3.3.3.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC7c amplitude and depth maps provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The estimates assume a P 50 case
contact input at 1,850 m and the maximum case is the entire amplitude anomaly.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

64

180

298

183

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

13

55

149

The risk assigned to trap and reservoir is compatible with the analogous prospects in the
Western and Eastern Grabens.
The charge risk is partly a consequence of the limited source kitchen size and partly a result
of the mostly likely migration route being through the underlying Helios prospect.
Trap
0.4

Reservoir
0.6

Charge
0.25

COS
0.06

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon charge model in the
Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR
light oil.
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3.3.4

Electra Prospect

The Electra prospect is an amplitude anomaly that is interpreted to comprise a lacustrine fan
and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap, located adjacent to
the Helios prospect and above Calypso prospect. The principal reservoir objective is lower
early post-rift Valanginian to Hauterivian sandstones.

3.3.4.1 Subsurface Description
Electra is located in the Western Graben and is a prominent amplitude anomaly with a conical
fan shaped geometry, at the early post-rift top LC1r horizon, and the potential trap is defined
by a combination of the amplitude map, and the top LC1r structure depth map. The interval
isopach is suggestive of a general thickening in the area but this is not specifically coincident
with the amplitude anomaly.
The prospect is a structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the east at
shallower closing contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the north, south and west (Figure
3.3.7, 3.3.8 and 3.3.9).
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauterivian) sands at the base of
the early post-rift interval. The prospect is well located towards the base of the main source
rock interval and is positioned near the top of the ‘oil window’ which is modelled to be at 2,400
m.

3.3.4.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC1r amplitude and depth maps provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The estimates assume a P 50 case
contact input at 2,345 m and the maximum case is the entire amplitude anomaly.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

58

120

220

131

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

12

39

110

The risk assigned with both trap and reservoir reflect the presence of a prominent amplitude
response but the absence of a clearly defined associated isopach thick. The reservoir risk
assessment further reflects the lack of information on good quality sands of this age, and the
positive predictions from the geological model.
This prospect is well located above and adjacent to the predicted mature source rocks in the
Western Graben.
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Trap
0.4

Reservoir
0.6

Charge
0.5

COS
12%

Overall the COS reflects the risk associated with the trap and reservoir model and the limited
generative potential of the small Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is
assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.

3.3.5

Calypso Prospect

The Calypso prospect is an amplitude anomaly that is interpreted to comprise a lacustine fan
and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap, located partly
beneath the Electra prospect. The principal reservoir objective is lower early post-rift
Valanginian to Hauterivian sandstones.

3.3.5.1 Subsurface Description
The Calypso amplitude anomaly at the early post-rift top LC1j horizon, lies directly beneath
the Electra prospect and the potential trap is defined by a combination of the amplitude map,
and the top LC1j structure depth map. The interval isopach indicates a general thickening in
the area that is partly coincident with the ‘brightest’ part of the amplitude anomaly. The
amplitude response is variable being pronounced in the south and less so to the north. This
could be indicative of thinner reservoir to the north and the potential of this area is confined to
the Best and High cases.
The prospect is a structural / stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the east at
shallower closing contours, and by sandstone pinchout to the north, south and west (Figure
3.3.10).
The presence of good quality reservoir is again predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian to Hauterivian) sands at the base of
the early post-rift interval.
The prospect is well located towards the base of the main source rock interval and is
positioned near the top of the ‘oil window’ which is modelled to be a 2,400 m.
The top seal could be at risk if the later ‘Electra’ channels have eroded into the sealing
shales. The vertical separation between Electra and Calypso is small at about 30 m.

3.3.5.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC1j amplitude and depth maps provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The estimates assume a P 50 case
contact input at 2,345 m and the maximum case is the entire amplitude anomaly.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

21

98

179

101

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
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Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

4

30

90

The risk associated with both trap and reservoir reflect the presence of a prominent amplitude
response but the absence of a clearly defined associated isopach thick. The small vertical
separation between Electra and Calypso means there is a risk of top seal breach and this is
also a major constraint on the gross interval thickness which is assumed to be a maximum of
25 m. The reservoir risk assessment further reflects the lack of information on good quality
sands of this age, and the positive predictions from the geological model.
This prospect is well located above and adjacent to the predicted mature source rocks in the
Western Graben.
Trap
0.35

Reservoir
0.5

Charge
0.5

COS
0.09

Overall the COS reflects the risk associated with the trap and reservoir model and the limited
generative potential of the small Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is
assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.

3.3.6

Nereus Prospect

The Nereus prospect comprises an amplitude anomaly interpreted to comprise a lacustrine
fan and channel sequence in a combination structural and stratigraphic trap. The principal
reservoir objective is early post-rift probably Barremian sandstones.

3.3.6.1 Subsurface Description
The prospect is located in the northern part of the Western Graben. It comprises an
amplitude anomaly that is cut by a northeast to southwest trending fault and is mapped at the
early post-rift top LC3a horizon. The potential trap is defined by a combination of the
amplitude map, the top LC3a structure depth map, and the interval isopach map which shows
some thickening especially on the downthrown side of the fault. The prospect is a structural /
stratigraphic trap that would be dip closed to the east at shallower closing contours, and by
sandstone pinchout to the north, south and west (Figure 3.3.11 and 3.3.12).
The presence of good quality reservoir is predicted based on a combination of seismic
amplitude response and the geological model developed by Argos. The principal reservoir
target is anticipated to be Lower Cretaceous probably Barremian sands towards the top of the
early post-rift interval.

3.3.6.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the LC3a amplitude and depth maps provided by Argos to generate a
probabilistic STOIIP estimate range as tabulated below. The estimates assume a P 50 case
contact input at 1,920 m and the maximum case is the entire amplitude anomaly.
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Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

51

198

350

201

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50%. The recovery factor estimates have been applied deterministically to the P 90 ,
Mean and P 10 STOIIP volumes quoted above in order to estimate the recoverable resources.
Prospective resources estimated by Senergy in this way, are as follows:
Gross
(MMstb)

Resources

Low

Best

High

10

60

175

The risk assigned to trap and reservoir is compatible with the analogous prospects in the
Western and Eastern Grabens.
This prospect is located about 8 to 10 km northwest of the Barremian to Valanginian source
kitchen in the Western Graben, and is positioned about 400 m above the top of the ‘oil
window’. Consequently vertical and lateral migration is required to charge the prospect.
Trap
0.4

Reservoir
0.6

Charge
0.2

COS
0.05

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon charge model in the
Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR
light oil.

3.3.7

Other structural/stratigraphic leads

Two further seismic anomaly leads have been identified in the Western Graben: Castor which
is located south-east of Apollo, and Pallas which is adjacent to and slightly overlaps Electra
and Calypso.
These amplitude anomaly leads are smaller and subject to similar risks as the other
structural/stratigraphic prospects described above and will require further work to establish
their viability as potentially drillable prospects.

3.4

Central Ridge & Western Graben Structural Trap Prospects

There are three structural trap prospects on the Central (Orca) Ridge and three in the
Western Graben. These were identified on the original 2D seismic data (Figure 3.4.1) and
have now been re-mapped on the new 3D volumes. Although the structural form is largely
confirmed there are some variations in detail and this has resulted in some changes to the in
place volume estimates, when compared to those in the June 2010 CPR.

3.4.1

Zeus Prospect

Zeus is a prominent fault bounded structure located towards the northern end of the Central
Ridge about 18 km north of 14/9-2 and a similar distance northwest of 14/5-1. There is
closure mapped at most horizons from the early syn-rift (Jurassic) to the post-rift (Upper
Cretaceous) and there are at least three principal reservoir objectives in the Jurassic, Lower
Cretaceous (Aptian) and Upper Cretaceous (Campanian).
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3.4.1.1 Subsurface Description
The Zeus fault block structure is a combination of northeast to southwest and north to south
trends. The new 3D data set over this prospect has now been interpreted. The principal map
horizons are the 2Ju, LC5 and UCm. At deeper levels, including the 2Ju horizon, the closure
is a fault bounded structure closing against northeast to southwest and north to south trending
faults which also compartmentalise the structure (Figure 3.4.2 and 3.4.4). Faulting continues
into the Tertiary section and does constitute a risk of breaching and fault leakage at the
deeper levels. There is four-way dip closure at the shallower post-rift levels including the LC5
and UCm.
Three main reservoir targets are identified in the Jurassic, Lower Cretaceous (Aptian) and
Upper Cretaceous (Campanian), though it is recognised that sandstone intervals could be
present at other horizons.
Syn-rift Jurassic non-marine sequences have been encountered in wells 14/9-1 and 2 located
to the south of Zeus on the Central Ridge. A gross sandstone interval (possibly tuffaceous)
believed to be Jurassic in age in well 14/9-1 is 58 m thick (46 m net) and had log defined
porosity of 19 to 27% but sampling using a wireline formation tester suggested that the
sandstones were tight and the presence of kaolinite is noted which may indicate a risk of low
permeability. The syn-rift sequence was also encountered in Eastern Graben well 14/5-1A
and comprised mostly silty claystone with thin sandstones. The late syn-rift reservoir interval
in well 14/5-1A is reported to have a net thickness of 125 m, comprising thinly bedded
individual sands with porosities ranging from 27 to 30%.
The Aptian to Cenomanian sandstone target overlies the main lacustrine source rock. The
thickest gross sandstone is found in the Eastern Graben wells 14/5-1, 14/10-1 and 14/24-1.
The former targeted a seismically defined deltaic sequence prograding from the north and
found at least 84 m of net sandstone with porosity averaging 27%. In the south, well 14/24-1
had 116 m of gross sand with average log derived porosity from 16 to 23%. A thinner
possibly Aptian sequence was encountered in the Central Ridge wells 14/9-1 and 2. The
former found from 28 to 40 m of gross sandstone.
The Upper Cretaceous reservoir potential is not well documented due to log and sampling
limitations in the shallow section of the wells. A mixed sand and shale sequence is indicated
in the nearby wells and at this shallow burial depth good reservoir quality would be expected.

3.4.1.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the new 2Ju, LC5 and UCm depth maps provided by Argos to generate
probabilistic STOIIP estimate ranges for each target horizon as tabulated below:
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Zeus: Jurassic
Zeus: Aptian

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

131

404

940

483

30

92

210

108

Zeus: Campanian

10

38

134

56

At the 2Ju level the structure is slightly higher relief than previously mapped on the 2D data
set. However the shallower contours are less areally extensive and this has resulted in
reduced P 90 and P 50 volumes.
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The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50% which were applied deterministically to the P 90 , Mean and P 10 STOIIP values
respectively in order to estimate the Low, Best and High case resource values. This method
defines a wider range of uncertainty (i.e. a smaller Low case and larger High case) than that
used previously in the June 2010 CPR. Prospective resources estimated by Senergy are as
follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Zeus: Jurassic
Zeus: Aptian
Zeus: Campanian

Low

Best

High

26

145

470

6

32

105

2

17

67

The trap geometry and presence is well defined though there is a risk of lateral and vertical
seal breach due to the various phases of fault re-activation. The repeated fault movements
could also improve the lateral fault seal by clay smearing along fault planes. Late faulting in
the post-rift (collapse over main structure) appears not to extend to the surface.
The Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though its quality and
effectiveness is not proven. The shallower Aptian and Campanian targets are proven to be
present in nearby wells and their effectiveness is considered to be more likely than for the
Jurassic target.
The Eastern Graben source kitchen is located to the east. Zeus is close to the northern limit
of the main Barremian to Valanginian source kitchen and may have a limited drainage area
from this source interval. The deeper Tithonian to Valanginian source is likely to be mature
over a larger area. The migration route into the Jurassic target is interpreted to be via the
fault on the eastern side of the structure where the base of the main lacustrine source rock is
juxtaposed against the Jurassic interval. This is in contrast to the situation in the dry 14/9-1
well, where the base of the lacustrine unit is juxtaposed to the Devonian basement. Migration
into the shallower levels would most likely require the crestal faults as a conduit.
Consequently a charge to the shallower horizons may require breach of the deeper trap.
Faulting continues into the Tertiary section and does constitute a risk of breaching and fault
leakage.

Zeus: Jurassic
Zeus: Aptian
Zeus: Campanian

Trap
0.7
0.7
0.7

Reservoir
0.4
0.6
0.6

Charge
0.5
0.4
0.4

COS
0.14
0.17
0.17

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon migration route and
reservoir effectiveness. It should be noted that hydrocarbon presence at all three levels is
much higher risk and that there is interdependency between the seal risk for the Jurassic and
the migration route for the shallower reservoirs. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be
relatively low GOR light oil. Alternative hydrocarbon phases are also possible including mixed
oil and gas.
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3.4.2

Demeter Prospect

Demeter is a prominent fault bounded structure located immediately west of and down dip
from the Zeus prospect and about 21 km north of 14/9-2. Closure is mapped at several
horizons in the late syn-rift to the early post-rift sequence, and there are at least two principal
reservoir objectives in the Jurassic and Aptian.

3.4.2.1 Subsurface Description
The Demeter fault terrace is downthrown to the Zeus structure. The latest maps are based
on the new 3D data set. The principal map horizons are the 2Ju (base late syn-rift) and LC5
(middle post-rift) events. At the 2Ju horizon the closure is a fault bounded structure formed
from a combination of northeast to southwest and northwest to southeast trends. The trap to
the southeast relies upon downthrown fault seal against the Zeus structure (Figure 3.4.3 and
3.4.4). There is four-way dip closure at the shallower post-rift LC5 horizon.
Two main reservoir targets are identified in the Jurassic and Aptian and are anticipated to be
analogous to the reservoir targets predicted for Zeus and described above. Sandstone
reservoir targets could be present at other horizons.

3.4.2.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the new 2Ju and LC5 depth maps provided by Argos to generate
probabilistic STOIIP estimate ranges for each target horizon as tabulated below:
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Demeter: Jurassic
Demeter: Aptian

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

54

123

250

140

6

14

29

16

At the 2Ju level the structure is somewhat lower relief than previously mapped on the 2D data
set and this has resulted in reduced P 90 and P 50 volumes.
The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50% which were applied deterministically to the P 90 , Mean and P 10 STOIIP values
respectively in order to estimate the Low, Best and High case resource values. Prospective
resources estimated by Senergy are as follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Demeter: Jurassic
Demeter: Aptian

Low

Best

High

11

42

125

1.2

5

15

At 2Ju level the trap geometry and presence is well defined, though there is a risk of lateral
and vertical seal breach due to the various phases of fault re-activation, and a lateral
downthrown fault seal is required to the southeast. At LC5 the dip closure is very low relief
and therefore subject to depth conversion risk and uncertainty.
The Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though its quality and
effectiveness is not proven. The shallower Aptian target is proven to be present in nearby
wells and effectiveness is considered to be more likely than for the Jurassic target.
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The Eastern Graben source kitchen is located to the east and Demeter appears to be in the
migration shadow of the Zeus prospect. Migration from the Western Graben is possible
though could be limited in extent. Migration into the shallower levels would most likely require
the crestal faults to act as a conduit. Consequently a charge to the shallower horizon may
require breach of the deeper trap.

Demeter: Jurassic
Demeter: Aptian

Trap
0.7
0.7

Reservoir
0.4
0.6

Charge
0.3
0.4

COS
0.08
0.17

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon migration route and
reservoir effectiveness. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.
Alternative hydrocarbon phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.4.3

Hermes Prospect

Hermes is a structural closure located on the Central Ridge about 4 km north of 14/9-1.
Closure is mapped at several horizons within the syn-rift (Jurassic) to the early post-rift
(Lower Cretaceous) sequence. There are two principal reservoir objectives in the Jurassic
and Lower Cretaceous (Aptian).

3.4.3.1 Subsurface Description
Hermes is partly four-way dip closed but the larger closure at the deeper Jurassic reservoir
objective requires fault seal to the west (Figure 3.4.5 and 3.4.6). The structural trend is north
to south. The latest maps are based on the new 3D data set. The principal map horizons are
the 2Ju and LC5. There are two small four-way dip closures at the shallower post-rift LC5
horizon.
Two primary reservoir targets are identified in the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous (Aptian)
and are expected to be similar to those predicted for the Zeus prospect and as encountered in
the nearby 14/9-1 well and described above.

3.4.3.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the new 2Ju and LC5 depth maps provided by Argos to generate
probabilistic STOIIP estimate ranges for each target horizon as tabulated below:
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Hermes: Jurassic
Hermes: Aptian

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

52

136

257

147

12

29

56

33

At the 2Ju level the structure is similar to that mapped on the 2D data whereas at the
shallower LC5 horizon the structure is significantly lower relief resulting in a reduction in the
volume estimates.
The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
30 to 50% which were applied deterministically to the P 90 , Mean and P 10 STOIIP values
respectively in order to estimate the Low, Best and High case resource values. Prospective
resources estimated by Senergy are as follows:
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Gross Resources
(MMstb)
Hermes: Jurassic
Hermes: Aptian

P 90

P 50

P 10

10
2.4

44
10

129
28

The trap is part of a prominent ridge structure that is well defined on 3D seismic data, though
an analogous and on trend closure to the south was water bearing in well 14/9-1.
The Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though its quality and
effectiveness is not proven. The shallower Aptian target is proven to be present in nearby
wells and effectiveness is considered to be more likely than for the Jurassic target.
The Eastern Graben source kitchen is located to the east though charge effectiveness is high
risk as the nearby and on-trend 14/9-1 well was dry although there were oil shows in the
Aptian sands.

Hermes: Jurassic
Hermes: Aptian

Trap
0.8
0.8

Reservoir
0.4
0.55

Charge
0.3
0.3

COS
0.10
0.13

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon migration route and
reservoir effectiveness. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.
Alternative hydrocarbon phases are also possible including mixed oil and gas.

3.4.4

Apollo Prospect

The Apollo prospect is a tilted fault block structure located in the Western Graben. The
primary objective is considered to be syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic to early Cretaceous
age. The structure is located adjacent to and updip from a small depocentre and source
“kitchen” that is interpreted to be mature for oil generation based on geochemical modelling
studies.

3.4.4.1 Subsurface Description
The closest well control to the Apollo prospect is 14/9-1 which is located 20 km to the
southeast on the Central Ridge. The only well drilled in the Western Graben is 14/13-1,
located 27 km to the south. This shallow well was drilled to the top lacustrine source unit but
did not test the syn-rift pre lacustrine source rock reservoir objectives.
Apollo is a north to south trending tilted fault block structure (sometimes called the Minke
High) which terminates at its southern end by a northeast to southwest horst structure that
constitutes the Glaucus prospect. The latest maps are based on the new 3D data. A
substantial faulted closure is mapped at all syn-rift horizons with a small dip closure being
present at post rift levels. The principal map horizon is the base late syn-rift (2Ju), and at this
level a three-way dip closure with fault seal to the west is mapped (Figure 3.4.7).
The primary reservoir target is anticipated to be syn-rift Jurassic to early Cretaceous clastics.
Probable Jurassic age non-marine sequences have been encountered in wells 14/9-1 and 2
located on the Central Ridge. The sequence comprises fluvio-lacustrine and alluvial fan
sandstones, conglomerates and claystones and the clastic units are described as tuffaceous
in sidewall cores. A gross sandstone interval in well 14/9-1 is 58 m thick (46 m net) with log
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defined porosity of 19 to 27%. However the presence of kaolinite is noted which may indicate
a risk of low permeability.

3.4.4.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the 2Ju depth map provided by Argos to generate a probabilistic STOIIP
estimate range as tabulated below. The structure spills to the north at the maximum closing
contour.
Gross STOIIP
(MMstb)
Apollo: Jurassic

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

119

572

1,530

722

The new 2Ju map is very similar to the previous map based on the 2D data and consequently
the in place volume estimates are similar.
The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20 to
50% applied deterministically to the P 90 , Mean and P 10 STOIIP values. Prospective
resources estimated by Senergy, are as follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Apollo: Jurassic

Low

Best

High

24

216

765

The estimate of risk factor or COS reflects the fact that Apollo is a fault bounded closure with
up to 370 m vertical relief identified on a grid of 3D seismic data. The trap geometry and
presence is well defined, however there is a risk of cross fault seal breach due to sand to
sand juxtaposition and of vertical seal breach due to fault re-activation. On the other hand the
multiple phases of fault activation indicated by inversion in the overburden could improve the
lateral fault seal by clay smearing along fault planes.
The prognosed Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though
the quality and effectiveness of the reservoir is not proven.
The structure is located updip of a small depocentre that is modelled to have sufficient
generative capacity to charge the prospect. However this is not proven and is subject to the
model input assumptions. Geochemical modelling by Argos indicates that in the region of 3.5
billion barrels of oil could have been generated and expelled within the Western Graben. The
Apollo structure drainage area is potentially larger for the postulated Tithonian to Valanginian
source interval than for the main Barremian to Valanginian lacustrine unit.
Trap
0.8

Reservoir
0.4

Charge
0.3

COS
0.10

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the hydrocarbon charge model in the
small Western Graben source kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low
GOR light oil, and assumes a Barremian to Valanginian source. The secondary Tithonian to
Valanginian source interval could be more gas / condensate prone.
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3.4.5

Glaucus Prospect

The Glaucus fault bounded structural closure is located south of Apollo in the Western
Graben. The primary reservoir objective is syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic age. The
structure is located adjacent to and updip from a small depocentre and source “kitchen” that is
interpreted to be mature for oil generation based on geochemical modelling studies.

3.4.5.1 Subsurface Description
Glaucus is a northeast to southwest trending horst block structure at the southern end of the
north to south trending Apollo prospect (Figure 3.4.8). The horst was created by re-activation
of older northeast trending faults. The latest mapping uses the new 3D data set and has
resulted in a similar prospect size but with lower relief than that previously mapped on the 2D
data. The principal map horizon is the Base Lacustrine (2Ju) event.
The closest well control is 14/9-1 which is located 11 km to the southeast on the Central
Ridge. The primary reservoir target is anticipated to be syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic
age similar to those prognosed for the Apollo prospect.

3.4.5.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the 2Ju depth map provided by Argos to generate probabilistic STOIIP
estimate ranges as tabulated below.
Gross
STOIIP
(MMstb)
Glaucus: Jurassic

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

42

106

203

116

At the 2Ju level the structure is significantly lower relief than previously mapped on the 2D
data set and this has resulted in reduced volumes.
The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20%
to 50%. Prospective resources estimated by Senergy, are as follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Glaucus: Jurassic

Low

Best

High

8

35

102

The trap geometry and presence are confidently mapped on the new 3D data though there is
a risk of cross fault seal breach due to sand to sand juxtaposition.
The predicted Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though the
quality and effectiveness of the reservoir is not proven.
The structure is located updip of a small depocentre that is modelled to have sufficient
generative capacity to charge the prospect. However this is not proven and is subject to the
model input assumptions. Geochemical modelling by Argos indicates that in the region of 3.5
billion barrels of oil could have been generated and expelled within the Western Graben.

Glaucus: Jurassic
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0.6

0.4
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Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the trap and reservoir quality and the
charge risk reflects the updip location with respect to the small Western Graben source
kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.

3.4.6

Istros Prospect

The Istros fault bounded structural closure is located south of and adjacent to Glaucus in the
Western Graben. The primary reservoir objective is syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic age.
The structure is located adjacent to and updip from the small depocentre and source “kitchen”
that is interpreted to be mature for oil generation based on geochemical modelling studies.

3.4.6.1 Subsurface Description
Istros is an extension of the Apollo structural trend (Figure 3.4.9), and is closed to the south
by a northeast to southwest trending low throw cross fault. The latest mapping uses the new
3D data set and has resulted in a different trap geometry to the south than previously mapped
on the 2D data. This previously mapped southern extension now appears to be a large flat
area which eventually rises to the south outside the Licence area. This could be a depth
conversion induced effect and Argos intend to re-evaluate the prospect once the final velocity
volume is available. The principal map horizon is the Base Lacustrine (2Ju) event.
The trap is subject to large risk to the south as the trapping cross fault has a low throw that
could be less than the reservoir thickness. The primary reservoir target is anticipated to be
syn-rift clastics of probable Jurassic age similar to those prognosed for the Apollo prospect.

3.4.6.2 Hydrocarbon Initially in Place, Resources and Risk Factor
Senergy has used the 2Ju depth map provided by Argos to generate probabilistic STOIIP
estimate ranges as tabulated below.
Gross
STOIIP
(MMstb)
Istros: Jurassic

P 90

P 50

P 10

Mean

23

129

404

177

The recoverable resource estimates assumed a range of notional recovery factors from 20%
to 50%. Prospective resources estimated by Senergy are as follows:
Gross
Resources
(MMstb)
Istros: Jurassic

Low

Best

High

5

53

202

The trap geometry and presence are high risk as the cross fault seal could be compromised
due to sand to sand juxtaposition.
The predicted Jurassic reservoir is proven to be present in the nearby 14/9-1 well, though the
quality and effectiveness of the reservoir is not proven.
The structure is located updip of a small depocentre that is modelled to have sufficient
generative capacity to charge the prospect. However this is not proven and is subject to the
model input assumptions. Geochemical modelling by Argos indicates that in the region of 3.5
billion barrels of oil could have been generated and expelled within the Western Graben.
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Istros: Jurassic

Trap
0.2

Reservoir
0.4

Charge
0.5

COS
0.04

Overall the COS reflects the high risk associated with the trap and reservoir quality and the
charge risk reflects the updip location with respect to the small Western Graben source
kitchen. The hydrocarbon type is assumed to be relatively low GOR light oil.
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4

Contingent Resources: Johnson Discovery

Senergy has not undertaken a review of the Johnson discovery, due to database limitations,
and we report below the factual information presented in the published Rockhopper CPR
dated April 2009 that is available on the Rockhopper website. At the time of their evaluation
Rockhopper had an extensive database comprising proprietary 3D seismic data and
proprietary petrophysical evaluations neither of which were available to Argos. These data,
together with the 2011 3D survey are being used in a new joint study of Johnson which is
currently work in progress.
The Shell well 14/5-1 encountered significant gas shows and kicks within the deeper section
of the well (3,500 to 4,525 m). Independent log analysis performed by Rockhopper indicates
that between 5 and 130 m gas pay was encountered. However no further details are
available to explain this large range. The trap configuration is difficult to assess even with the
3D seismic data and the trap limit could be the boundary fault some 25 km to the north of the
well (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Rockhopper note that it is possible that the Johnson trap could
extend into the adjacent licence (i.e. the Argos licence PL001).
It would appear that the Rockhopper log analysis is more encouraging than the Shell opinion
prior to their relinquishment of the licence. The Shell log analysis report does form part of the
Argos database and Shell state that “it is apparent that the water saturation of these sands is
very uncertain. There is no doubt that the system has hydrocarbons in it, the high levels of
gas shows in the mudlog prove this. However, much of the gas seen in the mudlog appears
to be associated with shale intervals”. Shell also believed that the gas bearing sandstones
were impermeable.
Senergy do not have access to all the relevant data and reports pertaining to Johnson and
consequently are not able to form a technical opinion. We note that the Rockhopper CPR
estimates the following contingent resource values and risk factor. The quoted volumes are
the gross for the entire structure and we estimate that none of the Low estimate and about
30% of the Best and hHgh estimate is located on Argos licence PL001.
Low

Best

High

Mean

GIIP (Bscf)

433

2,188

11,092

4,742

Resources (Bscf)

309

1,563

7,929

3,395

In the Rockhopper CPR the risk factor for Johnson is assessed as 10%, this being the chance
of a commercial development.
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5

Economic Evaluation

Senergy has prepared a scoping economic evaluation for three notional field sizes of 50, 150
and 300 MMstb assumed to be located approximately 250 to 300 km offshore to the north of
the Falklands Islands in 350 m of water depth, with depth to reservoir of about 2,500 m.

5.1
5.1.1

Economic Inputs
Assumptions

We have assumed that the field is a stand-alone development with recoverable reserves of
approximately 50, 150 and 300 MMstb, and that an exploration well and four delineation wells
are sufficient to confirm the field.
All wells are subsea completions with tieback via flexible risers to an FPSO. It is assumed
that the FPSO is a new-build specifically for this field and the cost of the lease covers all the
Capex, except the mobilisation, HUC and installation. The low case assumes one drill centre
with two and three drill centres in the higher reserve cases. The Capex has allowed for a
production flow loop and insulation for waxy crude. FPSO transport and installation is
included, as are surveys, insurance and contingency costs. The drill centre(s) are assumed
to be 2 km from the FPSO.
Production wells are horizontal completions with ESP’s, which initially flow at 6,000, 7,500
and 9,000 bopd for the three respective field size cases. Plateau production is 30,000,
60,000 and 100,000 bopd respectively (Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). First production is
assumed for first quarter 2017. These well rates and production inputs to the economic
evaluation are based on the assumption of a consolidated sandstone reservoir with good
permeability and weak support from the aquifer.
Water injectors were presumed to be required in the ratio of one injector per 1.5 producers.
Thus the three cases have 5 injectors and 8 producers (50 MMstb resource case), 8 injectors
and 12 producers (150 MMstb case), 12 injectors and 17 producers (300 MMstb case). Gas
was assumed to be injected through a single well on the crest to minimise flaring. A reentered and completed exploration well would be utilised for this purpose.
It was assumed that water production would commence as the oil rate reaches plateau level,
and then rise steadily until it is about 15% of the oil rate at the end of plateau. Thereafter it
would continue to rise in such a way as to maintain a constant or very slightly declining liquid
(oil and water) rate. Consequently provision has been made for water handling capacity to
rise to approximately the rate the of oil plateau.
Oil was assumed to be transported via a dynamically positioned (DP) shuttle tanker. Tanker
capacity of 500, 750 and 1000 MMstb was assumed for each field size respectively, with a
round trip time of 6 days. A supply base would be built and maintained on the Falkland
Islands.

5.1.2

Gross Capital & Operating Costs

The gross Capex inputs to the economic evaluation are summarised below:
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The exploration and appraisal well costs were estimated by Senergy. We estimate a dry hole
cost of $28 MM 11 plus a share of mobilisation and demobilisation costs 12 . The economic
evaluation assumes a cost of $32MM for one exploration well in 2011 based on a nominal dry
hole that will be logged and then plugged and abandoned and includes a share of
mobilisation and demobilisation costs. Four further wells will be drilled in 2012/2013 to fully
appraise the field. The cost of the delineation wells is estimated at $39MM each for the two
tested wells, and $28MM each for the two non tested wells.

Exploration Well plus
Mob/Demob
Appraisal Well excludes
testing
Appraisal Well including
testing
Production Wells
Sub Surface Facilities &
Riser
FPSO Capital Costs
Injection Wells
Gas Injection WO
Engineering/Project Man
Falklands Base
Contingency
Total Capex ($MM)

50 MMstb
Oil Field
No
Total
Required
Cost
$MM
1
32

150 MMstb
Oil Field
No
Total
Required
Cost
$MM
1
32

300 MMstb
Oil Field
No
Total
Required
Cost
$MM
1
32

2

56

2

56

2

56

2

78

2

78

2

78

8
1

408
88

12
2

612
144

17
3

867
201

1
5
1
1
1

18
250
11
24
17
29

1
8
1
1
1

20
400
11
36
17
43

1
12
1
1
1

24
600
11
49
17
58

1,011

1,449

1,993

Development well and production facility cost estimates have been independently verified.
Development wells are estimated at $51MM. The facility costs are estimated at $176, $260
and $348MM for the respective three cases. All costs are 2011 estimates escalated at 2%
per annum and are suitable for scoping economics.
The annual Opex (fixed and variable) assuming maximum throughput includes the FPSO
lease cost, and is $213MM, $264MM and $320MM respectively for the three field size cases.

5.1.3

Fiscal Terms

In the case of a commercial development, the license holder would apply for a 35 year
production license. Royalty is 9% with a corporate tax rate of 26%. Tangible costs are
written off immediately, whereas intangible costs are written off at a rate of 25% per year on a
reducing balance basis.

11

Based on the current rig-rate for the Ocean Guardian rig which is presently operating in the Falklands.
We are informed that the mobilization and demobilization costs will be $4MM net to Argos regardless
of the number of Argos wells drilled. This assumes that the current rig remains in the area.

12
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5.2

Economic Results & Sensitivity Analysis

The scoping economic assessment estimates the Net Present Value (NPV) of representative
notional field sizes. These do not constitute a valuation of resources and they are included in
order to provide a tool to assist in ranking this opportunity relative to other areas.
Oil Price Scenario
$65/bbl
$85/bbl
$115/bbl

Case 1: 50 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

Case 2: 150 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

Case 3: 300 MMstb
NPV @ 10% ($MM)

4
330
825

1,115
1,976
3,282

3,201
4,880
7,413

The economic assessment is unrisked as the modelled cases are for a representative range
of notional undiscovered potential field sizes rather than for specific prospects.
Case 1 is marginally economic at $65/bbl. All other scenarios assessed are potentially
economically viable. The minimum economic reserve size to achieve 20% rate of return is
61, 47 and 31 MMstb respectively at the three assessed oil price scenarios of $65, $85 and
$115/bbl. Oil prices have been escalated by 2% per annum.
A sensitivity analysis for Case 2 (150 MMstb resources) at the base oil price scenario of
$85/bbl (Figure 5.4) indicates that the principal uncertainties affecting the economics are the
hydrocarbon volume and price variability, with the impact of a 25% variation in Capex and
Opex being relatively low.
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Appendix 1: Comparison to CPR June 23rd 2010
Several sources of additional data have been available since the date of the earlier CPR
report produced in June 2010. The changes and new data are summarised below:
New 3D Seismic Data. The entire area of licence PL001 has now been covered by a new
3D seismic data survey and this has been ‘fast track’ processed. The licence was previously
covered by 2D surveys. Final processing and special processing are in progress. The new
data has permitted the identification of new structural / stratigraphic prospects and has
resulted in the refined mapping of existing structural prospects.
Paleogeographic reconstruction and sandstone modeling work. A major predictive
sandstone provenance and reconstruction of depositional environments study has been
undertaken by Argos. This has been integrated with the seismic interpretation and mapping
and has been used to estimate reservoir parameters and the risk of both sandstone presence
and quality. This work was not available for the previous CPR.
Recovery Factor. A recovery factor range of 15 to 50% was previously input in the
probabilistic assessment of resources. In the present CPR three deterministic recovery factor
values of 20%, 30% and 50% are applied to the probabilistically calculated STOIIP values.
The result of this different approach is to widen the resource size distribution with slightly
smaller low case values and significantly larger high case values. The best estimate values
are largely unaffected. It is the size of the ‘envelope’ that is increased and better reflects the
large uncertainty.
Economics. A new economic assessment has been under taken using revised and more
detailed development concept and cost information based on proprietary work conducted on
behalf of Argos, and also using information provided by Rockhopper on their website and in
press releases.
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Appendix 2: Resource & Risk Evaluation Method
Senergy was requested to provide an independent evaluation of the recoverable
hydrocarbons expected for the asset. Standard geological and engineering techniques
accepted by the petroleum industry were used in estimating recoverable hydrocarbons.
These techniques rely on engineering and geo-scientific interpretation and judgement; hence
the resources included in this evaluation are estimates only and should not be construed to
be exact quantities. It should be recognised that such estimates may increase or decrease in
future if there are changes to the technical interpretation, economic criteria or regulatory
requirements.
The recoverable hydrocarbons expected for each asset are categorised in accordance with
the 2007 Petroleum Resources Management System prepared by the Oil and Gas Reserves
Committee of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and reviewed and jointly sponsored
by the World Petroleum Council (WPC), the American Association of Petroleum Geologists
(AAPG) and the Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers (SPEE). The results of this work
have been presented in accordance with the requirements of the AIM Market of the London
Stock Exchange, in particular as described in the “Note for Mining and Oil and Gas
Companies - June 2009”.
Prospective Resources in exploration prospects were verified through review of operator data,
studies and maps, and by comparison with play type information where available. Senergy
reviewed the data and methodology and undertook an independent volume calculation.
Senergy was requested to provide an independent evaluation of the potential recoverable
hydrocarbons for each prospect.
The starting point in making an assessment of potential resources is an estimate of
hydrocarbons initially in place (HIIP) or stock tank oil initially in place (STOIIP). There are
various methods that can be used. The specific Senergy method used for calculating HIIP is
based on good industry practice, but it should be noted that there is no single method of
resource and risk assessment in use within the industry and different operators and
contractors employ slightly different methodologies.
Deterministic single point resource size estimates are used by some operators and give a
general indication of the prospects potential. However this method will not normally capture
the full range of uncertainty and consequently most operators favour using a probabilistic or
Monte Carlo approach. For probabilistic estimates the low is P 90 , best estimate is the Mean
and the high case is the P 10 (i.e. 90% probability, Mean of the distribution and 10% probability
respectively). This will often capture the uncertainty, but this is not always the case as the
results are highly dependent on the choice of low case input parameters and the type of
distribution used in the input ranges. In many cases the low end of the distribution is removed
or “clipped” and this has the effect of increasing the best estimate volume (P 50 or Mean). This
is not usually considered to be unreasonable provided that the assigned risk factor is
appropriate to the distribution size range and the choice of inputs.
Senergy has used the existing interpretations (depth maps and log interpretations) to derive
an independent probabilistic estimate of the volumetric distribution of STOIIP for all the
prospects. In this report the low, best and high resource cases are then estimated by
multiplying the STOIIP values by a specified range of recovery factors.
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An assessment has been made of the risk factor which is defined as the chance of geological
success. Senergy has estimated the geological chance of success (COS) for all prospects
using a standard methodology which is based on the principle that an exploration prospect
requires the three components of trap, reservoir and hydrocarbon charge to be present and
effective. Risk values are assigned to each of these elements and these are multiplied
together to give an overall COS. A brief description of each of these factors is included in the
asset description in order to explain the choice of risk factor value.
The definition of COS is sometimes handled differently by different operators and contractors.
In some cases it is the chance to find the distribution, in other cases it is the chance to find
the low case volume, and in others it is the chance to find a sufficient volume of hydrocarbons
to test to the surface. This distinction can be extremely important as use of the former
definition ensures that the risk factor is appropriate to the resource size distribution whereas
the latter can result in a disconnection between the risk and resource estimates and invalidate
the applicability of both. Senergy assess whether the risk is appropriate to the resource size
distribution with specific reference to the low case volume.
Risked or risk discounted prospective resources can be calculated using the exploration COS.
This is an accepted method for calculating the risked resource potential of a portfolio of
opportunities. The 'single prospect method' of risk discounting is usually used for a small
number of prospects, a portfolio of prospects of a similar type, or a single prospect. The
risked resource of an individual opportunity is therefore commonly further discounted by 50%
in the case of a P 50 volume.
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Nomenclature

Variable

Meaning

Units

2D

Two dimensional referring to seismic data

3D

Three dimensional referring to seismic data

API

American Petroleum Institute

AVO

Amplitude versus offset or amplitude variation with
offset is often used as a direct hydrocarbon indicator.

Best Estimate

An estimate representing the best technical
assessment of projected volumes. Often associated
with a central, P 50 or mean value.

BGS

British Geological Survey

bbls/d

Barrels per day

bopd

Barrels of oil per day

Bscf

Billions of standard cubic feet

bwpd

Barrels of water per day

CPI

Computer Processed Interpretation

CO 2

Carbon dioxide

Contingent Resources

Contingent Resources are those quantities of
petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be
potentially recoverable from known accumulations, but
the applied project(s) are not yet considered mature
enough for commercial development due to one or
more contingencies. Contingent Resources may
include, for example, projects for which there are
currently no viable markets, or where commercial
recovery is dependent on technology under
development, or where evaluation of the accumulation
is insufficient to clearly assess commerciality.
Contingent Resources are further categorised in
accordance with the level of certainty associated with
the estimates and may be sub-classified based on
project maturity and/or characterised by their
economic status.

COS

Risk factor or exploration or geological chance of
success. The probability, typically expressed as a
percentage, that a given outcome will occur.

DP

Dynamically positioned

psi

ESP
FPSO

Floating Production Storage and Offtake

GIIP

Gas Initially In Place

GOR

Gas Oil Ratio

psi

HFU
HIIP

Hydrocarbons Initially in Place

IOR

Improved oil recovery

MD

Measured depth

mD

Millidarcies

Mean

The arithmetic ave rage of a set of values

mKB

Metres below

www.senergyworld.com
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MM

Million

MMbo

Million barrels oil

MMboe

Millions of barrels of oil equivalent

MMscf/d

Million standard cubic feet per day

MMstb

Millions of barrels of stock tank oil

NGL

Natural Gas Liquids

NPV

Net present value

OWC
P 99

The probablility of that a stated volume will be
equalled or exceeded. In this example a 99% chance
that the actual volume will be greater than or equal to
that stated.

Producing

Related to development projects (eg wells and
platforms): Active facilities, currently involved in the
extraction (production) of hydrocarbons from
discovered reservoirs.

Prospective
Resources

Prospective Resources are those quantities of
petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be
potentially recoverable from undiscovered
accumulations by application of future development
projects. Prospective Resources have both an
associated chance of discovery and a chance of
development. Prospective Resources are further
subdivided in accordance with the level of certainty
associated with recoverable estimates assuming
their discovery and development and may be subclassified based on project maturity.

Reserves

Reserves are those quantities of petroleum
anticipated to be commercially recoverable by
application of development projects to known
accumulations from a given date forward under
defined conditions. Reserves must further satisfy four
criteria: they must be discovered, recoverable,
commercial, and remaining (as of the evaluation date)
based on the development project(s) applied.
Reserves are further categorised in accordance with
the level of certainty associated with the estimates
and may be sub-classified based on project maturity
and/or characterised by development and production
status.

scf

Standard cubic foot

stb/d

Stock tank barrels per day

STOIIP

Stock tank oil initially in place

Sw

Water saturation

ratio

TD

Total depth

ft or m

TOC

Total Organic Carbon – a measure of source rock
quality

TVDSS

True vertical depth sub sea

USGS

United States Geological Survey
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Licence Table

Asset

Operator

Falklands Licence
PL001

Argos Resources Ltd

Argos
Interest
(%)
100

Status

Exploration
Phase 2

Licence
expiry
date
November
2015

Licence
Area /
2
km
1,126

Comments

A 10 year Exploration Phase 3 can
be applied for commencing
November 2015

Table 1.1

File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources

Resources & Economic Assessment of the Assets of Argos Resources

Prospective Resources: Eastern Graben Structural/Stratigraphic Amplitude
Anomaly Prospects
Prospective Resources: Eastern Graben Structural / Stratigraphic Amplitude Anomaly Prospects
Gross on Licence

Net Attribute

Risk Factor

Low
Best
High
Low
Best
High
Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
Oil Liquids Resources
(MMbbl)
Rhea
Poseidon A
Poseidon B
Poseidon C
Poseidon D
Poseidon E
Poseidon F
Kratos A
Kratos B
Kratos C
Kratos D
Kratos E
Elphis
Iris
Oceanis
Selene
Total Oil and Liquids
(MMbbl)

20
4
9
9
4
6
2
10
7
14
3
1
7
4
5
14

103
14
31
32
36
29
29
29
33
63
26
8
27
28
20
81

426
38
81
85
120
82
110
78
98
184
89
28
81
90
56
282

20
4
9
9
4
6
2
10
7
14
3
1
7
4
5
14

103
14
31
32
36
29
29
29
33
63
26
8
27
28
20
81

426
38
81
85
120
82
110
78
98
184
89
28
81
90
56
282

119

589

1928

119

589

1928

31%
22%
19%
23%
19%
12%
10%
13%
20%
7%
14%
14%
10%
11%
14%
10%

“Risk Factor” (also known as COS) for Prospective Resources, means the chance or probability of discovering hydrocarbons in
sufficient quantity for them to be tested to the surface. In addition Senergy assess whether this factor is appropriate to the resource size
distribution and it is specifically linked to the low case volume.
File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources

Table 1.2

Source: Senergy (GB) Ltd

Resources & Economic Assessment of the Assets of Argos Resources

Western Graben Prospective Resources: Stratigraphic Amplitude Anomaly Prospects

Prospective Resources: Western Graben Structural/Stratigraphic Amplitude Anomaly Prospects
Gross on Licence

Risk
Factor

Net Attributable

Operator

Low
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High
Estimate

Low
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High
Estimate

Helios

32

658

2590

32

658

2590

6%

Argos Resources

Electra

12

39

110

12

39

110

12%

Argos Resources

Calypso

4

30

90

4

30

90

9%

Argos Resources

Metis

16

77

251

16

77

251

6%

Argos Resources

Triton

13

55

149

13

55

149

6%

Argos Resources

Nereus

10

60

175

10

60

175

5%

Argos Resources

Total Oil &
Liquids; MMbbls

87

919

3365

87

919

3365

Oil & Liquids
Resources (MMbbl)

Source: Senergy (GB) Ltd

File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources

Table 1.3

“Risk Factor” (also known as COS) for Prospective Resources, means the chance or probability of discovering hydrocarbons in
sufficient quantity for them to be tested to the surface. In addition Senergy assess whether this factor is appropriate to the resource size
distribution and it is specifically linked to the low case volume.

Resources & Economic Assessment of the Assets of Argos Resources

Central Ridge & Western Graben Prospective Resources: Structural Trap Prospects

Prospective Resources: Central Ridge & Western Graben Structural Trap Prospects
Gross on Licence

Risk
Factor

Net Attributable

Operator

Low
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High
Estimate

Low
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High
Estimate

Zeus: Jurassic

26

145

470

26

145

470

14%

Argos Resources

Zeus: Aptian

6

32

105

6

32

105

17%

Argos Resources

Zeus: Campanian

2

17

67

2

17

67

17%

Argos Resources

Demeter: Jurassic

11

42

125

11

42

125

8%

Argos Resources

Demeter: Aptian

1

5

15

1

5

15

17%

Argos Resources

Apollo: Jurassic

24

216

765

24

216

765

10%

Argos Resources

Glaucus: Jurassic

8

35

102

8

35

102

12%

Argos Resources

Istros: Jurassic

5

53

202

5

53

202

4%

Argos Resources

Hermes Jurassic

10

44

129

10

44

129

10%

Argos Resources

Hermes: Aptian

2

10

28

2

10

28

13%

Argos Resources

Total Oil &
Liquids; MMbbls

95

599

2008

95

599

2008

Oil & Liquids
Resources (MMbbl)

Source: Senergy (GB) Ltd

File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources

Table 1.4

“Risk Factor” (also known as COS) for Prospective Resources, means the chance or probability of discovering hydrocarbons in
sufficient quantity for them to be tested to the surface. In addition Senergy assess whether this factor is appropriate to the resource size
distribution and it is specifically linked to the low case volume.
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Location Map

Figure 1.1

File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources
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North Falkland Basin: Structural Features & Well Locations
(base map after Richards and Hillier)

PL001
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Ridge

Western
Graben

Sea Lion
Discovery

Eastern
Graben

Figure 2.1
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North Falkland Basin Stratigraphic Column

Figure 2.2

File No. \K11ARG002L\report

Prepared for: Argos Resources
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North Falkland Basin: Schematic Cross Section

Figure 2.3
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Prepared for: Argos Resources
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Base Early Post-Rift Maturity Map (base Valanginian to Barremian source interval)
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Well Correlation
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Age dating
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Age dating
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Figure 2.5
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Upper Early Post-Rift Reservoir Geological Model & Paleo-geographic Reconstruction

Figure 2.6
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Lower Early Post-Rift Reservoir Geological Model & Paleo-geographic Reconstruction

Figure 2.7
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Prepared for: Argos Resources
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Early Post-Rift Lacustrine Fan & Channel Complex Schematic

Figure 2.8
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North Falkland Basin: 3D Seismic Data Location

All Fast Track 3D
volumes have been
interpreted to date.

Figure 3.1.1
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Seismic Line (W to E) Showing Map Horizons and Tectonic Sequences
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Figure 3.1.2

Line 3D 6620 Fast Track

Demeter
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Licence PL001 Prospect Group Locations

Figure 3.2.1
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Prospect Group1: Poseidon, Rhea & Selene Prospect Locations

Figure 3.2.2
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Prospect Group 2: Elphis, Iris, Kratos and Oceanis Prospect Locations

Figure 3.2.3
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Rhea Prospect Maps

Rhea East included in high case

P50 case contour =
2,520 m
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Top LC1d Depth Map

Figure 3.2.4
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Seismic Line A Showing Vertical Stacking of Prospect Group 1

Oceanis

Selene

Rhea
Poseidon C
Figure 3.2.5
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Poseidon A, B and C Prospect Maps
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P50 case = 2,360 m
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Top LC1a Depth Map

Figure 3.2.6

Top LC1a Amplitude

LC0r to LC1a Isopach
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Poseidon D, E and F Prospect Maps

Poseidon D
P50 case = 2,640 m

Poseidon E
P50 case = 2,740 m

Poseidon F
P50 case = 2,880 m

Figure 3.2.7
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Kratos Prospect Maps
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Top LC2a Depth Map

Figure 3.2.8
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Seismic Line B Showing Vertical Stacking of Prospect Group 2

Oceanis
Kratos A

Iris

Poseidon A

Figure 3.2.9
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Elphis Prospect Maps

P50 case = 2,350 m
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Figure 3.2.10

Top LC1r Amplitude

LC1j to LC1r Isopach
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Iris Prospect Maps

P50 case = 2,180 m
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Top LC2d Depth Map

Figure 3.2.11

Top LC2d Amplitude

LC2a to LC2d Isopach
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Oceanis Prospect Maps

P50 case = 2,110 m
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Top LC3a Depth Map

Figure 3.2.12

Top LC3a Amplitude

LC2d to LC3a Isopach
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Selene Prospect Maps

P50 case = 2,220 m
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Top LC3g Depth Map

Figure 3.2.13

Top LC3g Amplitude

LC3a to LC3g Isopach
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Prospect Group 3: Helios, Metis & Triton Structural / Stratigraphic Prospects &
Glaucus Structural Prospect

Figure 3.3.1
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Helios Prospect: Top Fan (LC5) Depth Map
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Helios Prospect: West to East Seismic Line

Helios

Top LC5

Figure 3.3.3
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Seismic Line

Metis Prospect: LC1a Amplitude, Depth & Interval Isopach Maps
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Prospect Group 3: North to South Seismic Line
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Figure 3.3.5
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Seismic Line

Triton Prospect: LC7c Amplitude, Depth & Interval Isopach Maps
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Figure 3.3.6
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Prospect Group 4: Electra & Calypso Structural / Stratigraphic Prospects

Figure 3.3.7
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Electra Prospect: LC1r Amplitude, Depth & Interval Isopach Maps
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Electra & Calypso Prospects: West to East Seismic Line
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Calypso Prospect: LC1j Amplitude, Depth & Interval Isopach Maps
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Nereus Prospect: LC3a Amplitude, Depth & Interval Isopach Maps
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Nereus Prospect: Seismic Line West to East
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Central Ridge & Western Graben Structural Trap Prospects Location Map
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Demeter Jurassic & Aptian Prospect Maps
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Zeus & Demeter Prospects: West to East Seismic Line
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Hermes Jurassic & Aptian Prospect Maps
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Hermes Prospect: West to East Seismic Line
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Apollo Jurassic Prospect Map & West to East Seismic Line
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Glaucus Jurassic Prospect Map & West to East Seismic Line
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Istros Jurassic Prospect Map & West to East Seismic Line
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Johnson Discovery Summary – North to South Seismic Line (Source: Argos 2010)
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Johnson Discovery Summary – West to East Seismic Line (Source: Argos 2010)
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Production Profile: Case 1 Field Size – 50 MMstb
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Production Profile: Case 2 Field Size – 150 MMstb
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Production Profile: Case 3 Field Size – 300 MMstb
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Sensitivity Analysis on the 150 MMstb Case
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